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 Nowadays, there has been demand for advanced composite materials due to their outstanding 
characteristics in wide ranges of academic and industrial fields. Composite materials usually possess 
improved properties not being observed in pure material itself. Particularly, polymer composite 
materials composed of constituents based on polymer matrix have been widely researched due to their 
highly enhanced capabilities (e.g., elasticity, flexibility, conductivity, hardness, stretchable, scalable, 
and so on) in various fields. Polymers, which are composed of structural repeat units with covalent 
bonds, have been gradually becoming essential and indispensable materials in the recent world owing 
to their high flexibility, elasticity, ease of processing, low cost, light weight, and other unique properties. 
Therefore, to utilize polymers more effectively foradvanced composite materials, many fundamental 
studies have been researched to discover fundamental r asons (i.e., molecular origins) for their intrisic 
characteristics corresponding to the polymer physics and rheology.  
Recent experimental techniques offer some microscopic information. Nevertheless, it is still 
challenging issue to conduct a full atomic level analysis through only experimental approach. As such, 
depending on the rapid increase in computing power, multi-scale computer simulation methods have 
been developed to reveal the fundamental origin for s me unique phenomena observed at the 
macroscopic level. Therefore, we conducted a detailed numerical analysis on rheological and 
mechanical properties of polymeric materials via mainly nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) 
simulations and finite-element-method (FEM) simulations (Abaqus CAE and COMSOL Multiphysics).  
In this dissertation, we first present comprehensive analysis on the shear rheology of polymers 
for various molecular architectures (linear, ring, and short-chain branched) in the bulk and confined 
systems using atomistic NEMD simulations. In comparison to bulk polymeric system, the interfacial 
chain dynamics near the boundary solid walls in the confined system are interesting. Detailed 
molecular-level analysis of the individual chain motions for various molecular architectures are carried 
out to characterize the intrinsic molecular mechanisms for interfacial chains in three characteristic flow 
regimes (weak, intermediate, and strong) regarding to the interfacial slip behavior (i.e., degree of slip). 
Based on fundamental studies for polymers, we additionally modeled and analyzed polymer 
nanocomposites to fabricate versatile sensor devices using FEM simulations collaborated with 
experimental approach. Through a precise modeling in consideration to (particularly) mechanical 
properties, we found the most optimized construction of the nanostructured polymeric materials with 
highly improved sensing performances (ultrahigh sensitivity, linear sensing capability, and broad 
sensing range). Finally, we demonstrated highly sensitive triboelectric, ferroelectric, mechanochromic, 
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double 2,single 1,single[1 ]
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3 3 2
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P P PI I e I e e I
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Figure 3.3.23. Schematic illustration and pressure-sensing trends of (a) single-layered sensor, (b) 
double-layered sensor, and (c) triple-layered sensor. (d) Experimental results (symbol) and numerical 
results (solid line) of the electric current for single layered sensors (60 kΩ/sq and 226 Ω/sq, respectively), 
and double-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq and 60 kΩ/sq). (e) Experimental results (symbol) and numerical 
results (solid line) of the electric current for single-layered sensors (300 kΩ/sq, 60 kΩ/sq and 226 Ω/sq, 
respectively), and triple-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq, 60 kΩ/sq, and 300 kΩ/sq). (f) Experimental results 
(symbol) and numerical results (solid line) of single-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq), double-layered sensor 
(226 Ω/sq and 60 kΩ/sq), and triple-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq, 60 kΩ/sq, and 300 kΩ/sq). Here, the 
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Figure 3.3.24. Experimental results (symbol) and numerical results (line) of the ideal model (226 Ω/sq, 
2 kΩ/sq, and 20 kΩ/sq); single-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq), double-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq and 2 kΩ/sq), 
and triple-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq, 2 kΩ/sq, and 20 kΩ/sq). The numerical results of electrical behavior 
for the double and triple layers were obtained via equations 3.1.3 and 3.1.5.
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I. Research Background 
 
1.1 Polymer physics  
 
Polymer is composed of many repeating subunits called monomers as described in Figure 1.1.1. 
As a result, it has numerous connectivities inside their microstructure. From these connectivities, 
polymeric materials show different behavior in comparison with simple fluid such as argon. Bond 
connectivity induces the increase of internal structural entropy (microstructure), which makes 
interesting properties for polymeric materials. Actually, the pure liquid is viscous, and pure solid has 
elastic mechanical properties. However, due to the variation of polymer microstructures, polymeric 
materials are not only viscous also elastic. This is called viscoelastic properties, which makes polymeric 
materials to be promising versatile materials. Regardless of polymer chemistry, just focusing on this 
polymer microstructure is important in polymer physics. Therefore, entropic effects are mainly 
dominant in polymer physics rather than energetic effects. Based on these perspectives, there are two 
main models to describe polymer dynamics, Rouse and Reptation (tube) model, in polymer physics. 
Rouse model describes the polymer behavior by dividing polymer chain with a Brownian motion of 
bead and Gaussian spring. Therefore, it is also called s bead-spring model. This model was first 
proposed by Rouse and effectively has been the basis of the unentangled polymer dynamics (dilute 
solutions). Here, unentangled polymer corresponds to short-chain length (under entanglement 
molecular weights, Me) polymer. However, the molecular weight is long enough, polymer chain starts 
to feel significant topological constraints. Therefor , a polymer chain is almost confined in a tube-lik  
region due to the surrounding chains. As a result, a polymer chain shows reptation motion in imaginary 
tube. This is well-known reptation (tube) model forentangled polymer dynamics. Based on the 
statistical mechanics, these models effectively describe the scaling behavior of polymers in a view of 









Unentangled polymer dynamics (Rouse model) 
Unentangled polymer dynamics model, called Rouse model (also bead-entropic spring model), 
describes the conformational dynamics of polymer chain in a microscopic molecular level. In this model, 
the single chain is represented by a Brownian motion of beads connected by harmonic springs. Actually, 
this model develops from the dilute polymer solutions, however there is no hydrodynamic interaction 
(HI) and excluded volume (EV) effects. Therefore, it effectively describes polymeric melts system 
rather than dilute solutions. Although there are some assumptions (i) macroscopic time scale (consider 
only steady-states), (ii) Gaussian chain model, (iii) no HI, and (iv) no EV effects, Rouse model is 
analytically solved without any empirical parameters. Specifically, Rouse model describes the 
unentangled polymer dynamics by dividing a polymer chain with N beads (1 bead size corresponds to 
1 Kuhn length) and N-1 Gaussian springs (Gaussian spring constant 2B3k T bk = , where kB, T, and b 
denote a Boltzmann constant, temperature, and Kuhn length). Spring constant k can be derived from 










Ψ −   with a probability density function 
( )rΨ    and position vector r  . Here, a normalized factor 1/r2 comes from this analytical feature 
2( ) 1r r drd dθ φΨ =

 . Then, a free energy and entropy of a polymer chain c n be expressed as 
following expressions ( ) ( ) ( )A r E r TS r= −    and B( ) ln ( )S r c k r= + Ψ
 
, respectively, with energy 
term of polymer chain ( )E r

. For conformational dynamics of polymer chains, an entropic effect is 
significantly dominant than an energetic effect in polymer. Therefore, we can consider only an entropic 
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 .                     (1.1.2) 
Likewise, a Gaussian spring constant k can be derived with this expression 2B3k T bk = . Here, the 
Kuhn length b depends on polymeric materials. If the value of b increase, a polymer chain could be 
more flexible. On the contrary to this, if b decrease, a polymer chain would be more stiff and rigi . 
Based on these observations, Rouse model can be called with a bead-(entropic) spring model. Since we 
generally ignore energetic effect on polymer chains, we carefully adopt a bead-spring model to avoid 
these systems (i) highly short chain length polymers, (ii) rigid polymers, and (iii) under high flow field 
corresponding to less conformational change in polymer dynamics.  
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Now, we can further extend our analysis on the equations of motion for beads of polymer 








m F F F F
dt R
∂= = − + + +
∂

 ,               (1.1.3) 
where m and iR

 denote a mass and position vector of bead i, respectively. Fi, USpring, FB, FF, FE indicate 
a inertial force of bead i, interaction potential, Brownian (thermal) random force for each bead at certain 
temperature T, frictional force, and external force, respectively. For Rouse model, there are some 









 due to steady-state), (ii) Gaussian chain approximation (if 
high flow field is applied, this assumption would be not allowed), (iii) hydrodynamic interaction is 
neglected, (iv) excluded volume effect is neglected, and (v) under equilibrium condition (E 0F → ). 







ξ ∂ ∂− = = − +
∂ ∂

 .                       (1.1.4) 
This expression (1.1.4) is widely well-known theoretical equation of Rouse model, where ξ denotes 
friction coefficient. Using Fourier transform, we can analytically obtain ( )iR t

 and time correlation 
information ( ) (0)p qX t Xα β . With these observations, we can obtain well-known properties for a 








=  , (ii) dynamical 




= , (iii) structural property: mean-squared end-to-end distance 
2 2






 . As you can see, Rouse model can be 
considered as two parameter models with Nξ  and Nb , which directly associated with dynamical 
and structural aspects, respectively. If we know each value of these two parameters, we can obtain all 







Entangled polymer dynamics (Reptation/Tube model) 
Generally, Reptation model is considered as extended Rouse model for entangled polymers 
above entanglement molecular weights Me. In Rouse model, we consider only single polymer chain as 
similar with dilute polymer solutions. Therefore, a polymer chain can freely move with 3-dimensional 
isotropic chain dynamics and there is no intermolecular interaction. However, in Reptation model 
(concentrated condition), we should consider intermolecular interactions resulting restricted 1-
dimensional degree of freedom of chain dynamics. It means that a polymer chain has only itself contour 
path due to surrounding chains (i.e., topological constraints) like in a tube-like region. Thus, Reptation 
model is also called as Tube model. As a result, the topological constraints (chain entanglements) disturb 
polymer chain dynamics, thus a polymer chain in a tube-like region cannot overcome its constraints due 
to energetic effects. Therefore, in Reptation (tube) model, we consider Rouse model condition plus 
topological constraints. Reptation model was first proposed by de Gennes to describe the restricted 
chain dynamics only moving along its own contour path called the primitive path (PP), which indicates 
geometrically the shortest pathway in the tube-like region connecting the chain ends, like creeping 
motion of snake in the forest. This feature was called repation motion based on the Latin reptare. By de 
Gennes and Doi-Edwards, the tube theory (Reptation m del) was established to describe entangled 
polymer dynamics in consideration to the topological constraints through an effective mean-field tube 
and dynamics of the PP for each chain in the entangled polymeric system. As a result, the contour length 
of PP can be obtained as 2pp pp/L Nb d= , where dpp denotes a tube diameter, since the mean-squared 
end-to-end vector of the primitive chain should be th  same with Nb2 of Rouse chain. Furthermore, as 











= . Interestingly, in contrast to the Rouse time Rτ (which is proportional to N2), dτ  is 
proportional to N3 considering the effect of topological constraints on entangled polymer dynamics. 
This demonstrates the crucial effect of topological constraints on the conformational change of polymer 
chains in entangled polymer dynamics.    
Although entangled polymer chain dynamics is almost re tricted to its contour path by 
surrounding chains, these topological constraints can be additionally released itself (CR) and contour 
length fluctuation (CLF) of chain ends is also to help release of topological constraints. These two 
factors have important influences on the entangled polymeric system. As following with experimental 
results, dτ  is proportional to N3.4 rather than N3. The value of 3.4 of exponent comes from the CR and 





1.2 Polymer rheology 
 
Polymer physics (models) are generally originated from the equilibrium condition for polymer 
materials in the absence of the flowing condition. Therefore, to figure out the flow effect on polymeric 
materials under nonequilibrium condition, it is also important to understand polymer rheology. 
Rheology is the study of stress and deformation relationship under the applied flow condition (e.g., 
shear and elongational flow). For example, when we apply some shear flow or perturbation on the 
polymeric system, we can measure material functions such as viscosity or normal stress in response to 
external field through proper constitutive equations. Likewise, in polymer rheology, we elucidate the 
relationship between stress induced by external flow field and system response originated by 
conformational deformation of polymer materials. Actually, the constitutive equations are well-defined 
for only Newtonian fluid like water. However, the constitutive equation for non-Newtonian fluid like 
polymeric materials is still not established due to their complicated behaviors. Therefore, in the field of 
rheology, to understand Weissenberg effect or die sw ll phenomena, the final goal is to obtain well-
described constitutive equations of stress for certain polymeric materials. In nature, the polymeric 
systems can be divided with these two standard systems: bulk and confined systems. The major 
difference between them is the existence of surface effect. Due to the effect of solid surface, confined 
(interfacial) polymers show different behavior in comparison with bulk polymers such as a solid-like 
behavior, high viscosity, oscillatory density and so on. Still these days, there is less information about 
fundamental reasons to describe their macroscopic phenomena even for bulk polymers. Generally, 
microscopic behaviors directly affects to macroscopi  properties or material functions. That’s why we 
closely focused on microscopic level molecular dynamics to understand their macroscopic properties.  
Polymeric fluids exhibit a variety of distinctive structural and dynamic behaviors (especially 
under flowing conditions) and associated versatile properties due to the multiplicity of the intrinsic time 
and length scales inherent to polymers in associatin with their diverse internal microstructures. This 
enables many practical applications, such as polymer processing, lubrication, adhesion, nanocomposites, 
and biotechnology. Importantly, the characteristic time scales vary significantly with the chain length 
and molecular architecture (e.g., linear, ring, or branched polymers) in addition to the polymer 
concentration and system conditions (e.g., temperature and pressure). This can lead to drastic changes 
in the physical and rheological properties of polymeric materials. In turn, the ability to manipulate th  
spatial and temporal scales is tremendously advantageous in practical applications because it allows 
systematically controlling and tailoring the material properties. Thus, numerous research efforts have
been made in the past to establish the fundamental k owledge on the dependence of the characteristic 
scales and rheological properties of flowing polymeric materials on the chain length and polymer 




1.3 Polymer nanocomposite materials 
 
With these basic understandings for pure polymeric materials, the advanced polymer 
composites could be developed. Polymer nanocomposites consist of polymer and nanofillers such as 
nanoparticles, fibers, clusters, and so on. There are countless cases considering factors like filler shape, 
dispersion, size, and the degree of interaction with polymer matrix. And then, with this mixture, through 
a micromold or substrate, the polymer composites can be generated considering the optimized 
composition, surface nanostructure or morphology. And then finally it will be constructed to final 
product such as multifunctional real sensor devices. However, is it possible to cover all of things with 
only experimental approach? There should be limitation like countless cases, high cost, inefficiency, 
and limited length scale. That’s why more fundamental and systematic approaches are also needed to 
advance polymer nanocomposite materials.  
Nowadays, devices based on multi-functional smart sensor techniques are gradually attracting 
public attentions to improve the quality of personal life (e.g., flexible, wearable, and skin-attachable 
devices, wireless and self-powered apparatus, electroni  and artificial skin). Based on above 
fundamental studies for polymeric materials, we have dditionally researched to produce a versatile 
sensor as applicational studies. We proposed the most optimized nanostructured polymer composite 
materials and demonstrated appropriate physical sensing mechanisms via the finite element method 
(FEM) simulation. Note that it is quite difficult to carry out overall procedures to produce a versatile 
sensor covering from the research on specific materials in details and controlling their micro-structures 
through only experiments, since there are countless number of cases to consider as candidates and many 
infeasible measurements throughout the micro- to nano-scale (e.g., the contact area, stress propagation 
and concentration, electric field distribution, and etc.). Therefore, through a precise modeling with 
multi-scale simulations collaborated with experimental processing, the most optimized construction of 
the nanostructured polymer composite materials with h ghly improved sensing performances (e.g., 
ultrahigh sensitivity, linear sensing capability, broad sensing range, etc.) would be possible. Thus, we 
have researched considering that which polymer composite material would be utilized with deep 
understanding of its real benefits and disadvantages for certain sensors (in particular for triboelectric, 
ferroelectric, mechanochromic, and piezoelectric sensors) with multi-scale simulations collaborated 









1.4 Computer simulation 
 
We utilized the multi-scale computer simulation to achieve our research goal. Recently, thanks 
to the enhanced computing power, there are various anges of computer simulation from the quantum, 
atomistic, coarse-grained, and continuum levels as described in Figure 1.1.2 with respect to various 
time and length scales. In particular, the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation in the atomistic and 
coarse-grained levels are usually executed to investigate the fundamental origin or molecular 
characteristics underlying macroscopic observations n the field of polymeric materials. Through a 
detailed analysis using MD simulation, we can directly observe molecular dynamics, microscopic 
properties and phenomena based on the Newtonian and st tistical mechanics, which significantly affects 
to macroscopic observations.  
In addition, for applicational research, the coarse-grained and continuum level simulation (e.g., 
FEM) are performed to describe real polymeric processing or collaborate with actual experimental 
approach. For example, considering the microstructue or surface morphology (e.g., interlocked micro-
dome, -pyramid, and -square arrays, porosity, stacking, inserting nanoparticles, and so on) with a precise 
physical (fundamental) mechanism to improve sensing ability, we can demonstrate each multi-
functional versatile sensor based on the nanostructured polymer composite materials with these nano-
controlled compositions of composites.  
Likewise, computer simulation can be a bridge role between theory and experiment to 
complement their limitations. Through computer simulation, we can reveal microscopic fundamental 
characteristics underlying macroscopic phenomena, observe infeasible measurements, guide to 
experimental conditions, and demonstrate theoretical and experimental results. 
 
 
Figure 1.1.2. Multi-scale simulation methods with respect to various time and length scales. 
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confined systems under shear flow. Scientific Reports 2017, 9004. 
7. Jeong, S.; Cho, S.; Kim, J. M.; Baig, C.* Molecular mechanisms of interfacial slip for polymer 




Polymeric fluids exhibit a variety of distinctive structural and dynamic behaviors (especially 
under flowing conditions) and associated versatile properties due to the multiplicity of the intrinsic time 
and length scales inherent to polymers in associatin with their diverse internal microstructures. This 
enables many practical applications, such as polymer processing, lubrication, adhesion, nanocomposites, 
and biotechnology. Importantly, the characteristic time scales vary significantly with the chain length 
and molecular architecture (e.g., linear, ring, and branched polymers) in addition to the polymer 
concentration and system conditions (e.g., temperature and pressure). This can lead to drastic changes 
in the physical and rheological properties of polymeric materials. In turn, the ability to manipulate th  
spatial and temporal scales is tremendously advantageous in practical applications because it allows 
systematically controlling and tailoring the material properties. Thus, numerous research efforts have
been made in the past to establish the fundamental k owledge on the dependence of the characteristic 
scales and rheological properties of flowing polymeric materials on the chain length and polymer 
architecture in bulk or interfacial systems.1–4 
In the field of rheology, it is still challenging issue how to elucidate general scaling behaviors 
of macroscopic rheological responses (i.e., material functions) with fundamental origins under 
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nonequilibrium conditions for both unentangled and entangled polymeric materials. In linear 
viscoelastic regimes, viscoelastic properties are nearly invariable showing a Newtonian plateau, 
whereas in nonlinear viscoelastic regimes, polymers undergo significant deformation (i.e., distorted 
intrinsic molecular networks) exhibiting a variety of interesting phenomenon (e.g., shear thinning 
behavior for shear stress and normal stress) depending on several important factors such as chain length, 
polymer architecture, and type of imposed flow. In particular, the scaling behavior of the material 
functions (e.g., viscosity) for polymer solutions or melts with respect to the flow type and strength have 
been informative to characterize material properties and tune the product quality for various polymer 
processes. Accordingly, numerous experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted for 
decades, revealing a variety of rheological scaling characteristics. For instance, above a certain critical 
flow strength, which can be roughly estimated as the Weissenberg number 1Wi ≃  as defined by the 
product of the longest characteristic relaxation time of the system and the imposed flow rate, it is 
typically observed for polymeric liquids that the shear viscosity η and the first normal stress coefficient 
Ψ1 decrease as the applied shear rate γɺ  increases (i.e., shear-thinning behavior prevails). Specifically, 
simple power-law expressions of the form 
1~ bη γ −ɺ  and 
2
1 ~
bγ −Ψ ɺ  with 10.40 0.95b≤ ≤  and 
21.3 1.7b≤ ≤  have been reported for most polymer solutions and melts both experimentally2,5–8 and 
through simulations.9–20 In perspective of the structure–property relationship, such nonlinear rheological 
behavior is supposed to be directly associated with structural (conformational) changes in the polymer 
chains due to the flow. In this respect, optical (e.g., birefringence) measurements have been extensively 
applied in practice to estimate the stress of deformed polymeric materials under various flow 
fields.1,2,4,21–23 Flow birefringence measurements have been useful for estimating the stress of flowing 
polymeric liquids via the linear relationship between the stress tensor and the birefringence tensor [the 
so-called stress-optical rule (SOR)] in the range of flow strength spanning from the linear up to a certain 
(rather weakly) intermediate flow regime under shear or elongation. This indicates that the degree of 
anisotropy in the chain orientation and stretch with respect to the flow strength is an important 
fundamental structural characteristic governing the rheological behavior. 
However, birefringence measurements become less informative for polymer systems at high 
flow fields where chains are highly stretched and the SOR is likely to break down, as has been shown 
in various experiments and simulations.1,2,4,21–23 In fact, SOR has a rigid molecular basis only when the 
chain is not too much deformed or stretched. Therefore, it would be useful if we could find certain 
(empirical) scaling relationships that may work throughout the intermediate-to-strong flow regime 
(which will be shown in this study). Attempts have b en made to modify SOR through introduction of 
the chain stretch and the corresponding stiffening of the chains under strong flow. However, we might 




Severe failure of SOR under very strong flow fields can be readily understood by considering 
that the degree of chain orientation and stretch along the flow direction would be eventually saturated 
in such fields. Therefore, it is necessary to account for the rather complicated dynamic influences 
beyond the purely structural ones to properly represent the stress variations in the strong flow regim. 
An additional important factor that determines the str ss for entangled polymer systems is the degree 
of entanglement (topological constraints) between chains, which has been well established in both 
theory and experiments.1,7–8,15,19–20,24 
It is widely known that even with the same chemical composition and molecular weight, the 
structural and dynamical properties of polymers can be significantly altered by varying their molecular 
architecture, i.e., by using either a linear or branched structure.25–33 Thus far, however, most research 
efforts aiming to explore the fundamental role of branches in polymer science have mainly focused on 
long-chain branched polymers, although it is equally well known that short-chain branching generally 
significantly affects a wide variety of physical pro erties such as crystallinity, melting point, modulus, 
and the hardness of polymeric materials. From a thermodynamic viewpoint, the standard approach 
would be to analyze the structure of polymers in solution or melt by accounting simultaneously for the
energetics (polymer-polymer and polymer-solvent) and (i tramolecular and intermolecular) entropy of 
the system, and then to determine the properties of the system based on the resulting structural 
information. This conventional approach, though generally effective for long-chain branched polymers, 
may cause significant errors in the case of polymeric materials containing chains with branches along 
the main backbone that are rather short, as this is l kely to lead to the presumption of a negligible 
entropic contribution by such short branches. Short-chain branches are able to play a prominent role in 
polymer dynamics on account of their intrinsic fast kinetic nature, which enables them to exert a strong 
influence on the overall structural and dynamical properties of the system. A concrete understanding of 
the structure-property-phenomenon-process linkage would be attained only by truly grasping the 
distinctive roles of long and short branches.  
Over the past decades, intensive research has been carried out to understand the structural and 
rheological behaviors of ring polymers in dilute soluti ns and melts.34-37 In comparison to linear 
polymers, ring polymers exhibit a variety of distinc ive structural and dynamical properties. Practically, 
ring polymers are directly relevant to biological systems, and they serve as a model system for 
biophysical problems, such as circular plasmid DNA38,39 and chromatin packing in nucleosomes.40,51 It 
is generally known that ring polymers possess relativ ly compact structures compared with their 
corresponding linear analogs. For instance, various experiments and simulations have reported that ring 
melts display unusual chain-dimension scaling behavior with respect to molecular weight Mw, e.g., 1/3 
≤ v ≤ 0.4 for the chain radius of gyration Rg ≈ Mwv, which is in sharp contrast to v = 0.5 for linear 
melts.36,42-46 Pure ring melts typically exhibit a smaller viscosity, larger diffusion coefficient, and faster 
relaxation behavior compared with their corresponding linear analogs. These structural and dynamical 
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features have also been supported by several theoreical analyses, such as the Flory-like mean-field 
approach,14 lattice animal model,48,49 and crumpled globule model.46,50,51 Other theoretical and 
numerical works looked into the minimal surface area of ring polymers, which has been applied to 
analyze the physical characteristics of inter-ring concatenation or penetration and the effective 
topological constraints.52-56 Notably, the well-known reptation or tube theory, which has most 
successfully described the rheological behavior of entangled linear polymer systems, cannot be properly 
applied to the ring system because of the absence of hain ends that are necessary for chain reptation 
through a one-dimensional curvilinear confined (mean-field) tube. 
Recent nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations for bulk ring polymeric melt 
systems under shear and planar elongational flows showed that ring polymers exhibit a stronger 
resistance to structural deformation against the applied flow field, leading to a substantially lower 
degree of chain stretch and alignment in the flow direction.57 This feature results in less shear-thinning 
and extension-thinning behaviors for ring systems compared with their linear analogs.57 Similar 
characteristics were observed in experiments.58,59 Another NEMD study on confined ring melts 
undergoing shear flow revealed that the ring polymer exhibits a weaker interfacial (wall) slip in the 
weak-to-intermediate flow regime compared with its linear analog.60 This was attributed to the longer 
chain dimension of the ring polymers in the neutral direction at the wall, thereby resulting in large 
polymer-wall friction. This study further revealed characteristic molecular mechanisms, such as loop 
wagging, loop migration, and loop tumbling dynamics for interfacial ring chains. Other simulation 
studies have reported additional dynamical mechanisms for ring chains, such as mutual threading 
dynamics,54,55 tank-treading dynamics,61,62 and hydrodynamic inflation.59,63-66 Other coarse-grained 
NEMD simulations using the Kremer–Grest model for ring melts under uniaxial extensional flow 
showed the formation of supramolecular rings linked with multiple individual ring chains, resulting in
a distinctively high strain-hardening of viscosity, as reported in previous experiments.67,68 
 There still remain many unresolved rheological issues (especially from the microscopic 
viewpoint) for polymeric materials in bulk or confied system, e.g., fundamental mechanisms 
underlying stress overshoot, interfacial slip, and melt instability for polymer melts under shear flow. To 
systematically control such rheological phenomena, it is most essential to comprehend the intrinsic 
molecular dynamics of individual polymer chains separately in bulk and confined situations and how 
they compare to each other, which would greatly help build the general knowledge of accurately 
capturing physical aspects underlying such complex macroscopic responses of polymer systems and 
tuning the materials properties in response to an arbitr ry external flow field. Molecular-level 
information attained by directly tracking down indivi ual chain motions is applied to understand 
rheological behaviors of representative meso- and macroscopic structural and dynamical properties in 




2.2 Simulation Methodology 
 
In this work, we conducted atomistic canonical nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) 
simulations of polyethylene (PE) melts using the well-known p-SLLOD algorithm69 implemented with 
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BQ DNk Tτ= ,   (2.1.3) 
where qia, Pia, and Fia denote the position, peculiar momentum, and force vector of atom a of the mass 
mia in molecule i, respectively. Correspondingly, ζ , pζ , and Q  to the coordinate-like variable, the 
momentum-like variable, and the mass parameter, respectively, of the Nosé–Hoover thermostat. D, N, 
and τ denote the dimensionality of the system, the total number of atoms, and the thermostat relaxation 
time parameter, respectively. τ was set equal to 0.24 ps for all simulations. kB denotes the Boltzmann 
constant. The velocity gradient tensor (u∇ ) for simple shear flow is written as  
0 0 0
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,     (2.1.4) 
where γɺ  is applied shear rate.  
The well-known Siepmann-Karaboni-Smit (SKS) united-atom potential model73 was adopted 
for all PE melts because of its high accuracy in predicting rheological properties of linear alkanes, 
except for that the original rigid bond was replaced by a flexible one with a harmonic spring. In the 
SKS model, the nonbonded intermolecular and intramolecular interactions are described by a pairwise 
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,                   (2.1.5) 
where 
1/2( )ij i jε ε ε=  and ( ) / 2ij i jσ σ σ= +  are based on the standard Lorentz-Berthelot mixing 
rules between atomic units  and j. The LJ energy and size parameters were set equal to ε/kB = 47 K and 
σ = 3.93 Å for the CH2 units, and ε/kB = 114 K and σ = 3.93 Å for the CH3 units. A cut-off distance 
equal to 2.5 2CH
σ
 was employed in the simulations. Note that the intramolecular LJ interaction was 
active only between atoms separated by more than three bonds along the chain. The bonded atomic 
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interactions [bond-stretching (Ustr), bond-bending (Uben), and bond-torsional (Utor)] were described by 
the following expressions: 
2str
str eq( )  ( )2
k
U l l l= −
,                      (2.1.6) 
2ben
ben eq( )  ( )2
k
U θ θ θ= −










,                    (2.1.8) 
where the bond-stretching constant kstr/kB = 452,900 K/Å2, the equilibrium bond length leq = 1.54 Å, the 
bond-bending constant kben/kB = 62,500 K/rad2, and the equilibrium bond angle θ q = 114°. The bond-
torsional constants are set as a0/kB = 1010 K, a1/kB = 2019 K, a2/kB = 136.4 K, and a3/kB = −3165 K. 
In the present united-atom potential model, we adopted the flexible harmonic C-C bond spring 
with a very strong spring force constant (kstr/kB = 452,900 K/Å2) which was taken to be in accordance 
with experimentally measured spectroscopic data, as con istent with the general MM3 force field75. 
This gives rise to a bond-length fluctuation of ~2% around the equilibrium bond length (1.54 Å) even 
for high flow fields applied in this work, as seen in Figure 2.2.1 corresponding to the probability 
distribution results for the C-C bond length. We thus consider all the structural and dynamical data even 
in strong flow regime reported here to be essentially unaffected due to the (very stiff) harmonic springs. 
 
 
Figure 3.2.1. The probability distribution of C-C bond length for C78H158 and C400H802 linear PE melts under shear 
flow. 
 
The set of evolution equations for each PE system was numerically integrated using the 
reversible reference system propagator algorithm (r-RESPA)74 with two different time scales in the 
molecular dynamics (MD) step: the small time scale (0.47 fs) for bonded (bond-stretching, bond-
bending, and bond-torsional) interactions, and the large time scale (2.35 fs) for the nonbonded Lennard–
Jones (LJ) interactions, the Nosé–Hoover thermostat, and the external flow field. Specifically, we 
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utilized the r-RESPA algorithm to numerically integrate the evolution equations. The time propagator 
( )t∆G  for each atom can be derived as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( )
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The Liouville operator LR of the reference system is defined as 








r p  .    (2.1.10)  
 
All NEMD simulations were executed at constant temprature of T = 450 K and density 
corresponding to a pressure of P = 1 atm. A sufficiently large simulation box was employed for each 
system to minimize any undesirable effects by the system size. Furthermore, considering that chains 
become increasingly oriented and stretched along the flow direction as the shear rate increases, an 
extended box dimension in the flow (x-) direction was employed for each system. The box dimensions 
in the y- and z-directions were set as more than twice as large as the chain radius of gyration Rg of the 
system. A wide range of flow strengths covering linear up to highly nonlinear viscoelastic regimes was
applied in the simulations. Here, the large-scale characteristic relaxation time of the system was 
estimated by the integral below the stretched-exponential curve describing the decay of the time 
autocorrelation function 
( ) (0)t ⋅u u
 of the unit chain end-to-end vector u under equilibrium 
conditions using the stretched-exponential Kohlrausch–Williams–Watts (KWW) function of the form 
KWW( ) (0) exp( ( / ) )t t
βτ⋅ = −u u
.76-78 The KWWτ  and β are the characteristic relaxation time and 
stretching exponent parameter, respectively. The correlation time cτ  can be analytically evaluated 
using the formula c KWW ( (1/ ) / )τ τ β β= Γ . 
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We additionally note that in this study, the stress (and thus the shear viscosity η and the first 
normal stress coefficient Ψ1) and all the molecular properties (e.g., the averag  orientation angle 
θ
, 
the mean-square chain end-to-end distance 
2R
, the average number 
Z
 of chain entanglements, 
and the average length es
d
 of an entanglement strand) were directly and independently calculated 
from atomistic NEMD simulations without any (coarse-graining) theoretical assumptions or hypotheses 
such as the Gaussian or the finitely extensible nonli ear elastic (FENE) entropic spring force that is 
typically adopted in standard coarse-grained polymer odels and simulations. That is, in the present 
analysis of nonlinear rotational and rheological behaviors, the stress tensor σ was calculated based on 
the rigorous Irving-Kirkwood statistical-mechanical formula for homogeneous fluids79, 
1








,       (2.1.11) 
where qia, pia, mia, and Fia are the position vector, momentum vector, mass, and force vector of atom α
in polymer molecule i, respectively, and V is the system volume. In this expression, the direct atomic 
force vector Fia of atom α in polymer molecule i was applied as 
bs bb bt intra-LJ inter-LJ
i i i i i iα α α α α α= + + + +F F F F F F ,             (2.1.12)   
in accordance with the SKS atomistic potential model.73 The superscripts bs, bb, bt, intra-LJ, and inter-
LJ denote the bond-stretching, bond-bending, bond-trsional, intramolecular LJ, and intermolecular LJ 
interactions, respectively. It is thus understood that he force Fia acting on each individual CH2 or CH3 
unit in linear polyethylene molecules is purely mechanical and natural one without any coarse-graining 
theoretical assumptions or hypotheses, i.e., not associated with any of chain orientation and stretch 
and/or their degree of coupling as typically assumed in viscoelastic models and mesoscopic simulations 
such as the Gaussian or FENE chain entropic spring force. Therefore, the stress data obtained from the 
present atomistic NEMD simulations are practically equivalent to those measured in corresponding real 
experiments. 
 
For the confined (i.e., interfacial) system, the simulation systems were confined by rigid simple 
cubic lattice walls where the lattice parameter of the simple cubic wall was set equal to 2w CH
1.33σ σ=
. 
The LJ energy parameter of wall atoms in all PE system  was set as εw/kB = 939 K, which is comparable 
to that of a mica surface (~200-400 mJ/m2)80. Each wall atom was kept fixed at its lattice siteduring the 
simulations. The atomistic NEMD simulations were excuted with the modified p-SLLOD algorithm 
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,                            (2.1.16)  
where qia, pia, and Fia denote the position, (nominal) peculiar momentum, and force vector of atom a of 
the mass mia in molecule i, respectively. s and ps are coordinate-like and momentum-like variables, 
respectively, of the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. 
2
BQ DNk Tτ=  is thermostat mass parameter, where D 
and τ are the dimensionality and relaxation time parameter, respectively. The τ was set equal to 0.24 ps 
for all simulations. ( )iU q  is the streaming velocity at position ri, which was evaluated based on a 5th 
order polynomial fitting throughout the total region in every MD step during simulation. The real 
peculiar momentum 
real
ip  of each atom was then calculated by subtracting the streaming velocity at its 
position from its laboratory momentum: 






2.3 Results and Discussion 
 
2.3.1 Shear rheology of bulk polymers 
 
Correlation of Rheological Properties with Conformation for Linear Polymers Under Shear Flow 
 
 
Figure 2.3.1.1. Shear stress and material functions. Plots of (a) the shear stress σxy, (c) the shear viscosity η, and 
(d) the first normal stress coefficient Ψ1 for the simulated unentangled (C78H158) and entangled (C400H802 and 
C600H1202) PE melts as a function of Wi number. The vertical dotted lines (black for C78H158, green for C400H802, 
and blue for C600H1202) distinguish the distinctive scaling behaviors of the three characteristic (weak, intermediate, 
and strong) flow regimes. A schematic description in (b) illustrates the general trend of σxy for unentangled and 
entangled linear polymer melts under shear for the respective flow regime.  
 
Unentangled Chains in Intermediate Flow Regime: Figure 2.3.1.1 presents the plots of shear stress σxy 
vs. Wi for the simulated unentangled (C78H158) and entangled (C400H802 and C600H1202) PE melts. One 
can identify the distinctive scaling behavior of σxy for each of the three (weak, intermediate, and strong) 
characteristic flow regimes. The standard Newtonian behavior, σxy ~ Wi1 (i.e., constant viscosity), 
emerges in the weak flow regime for all systems, which reflects the stress being proportional to the 
orientation anisotropy (as described by the stress-optical rule valid in the linear viscoelastic regime). In 
the intermediate flow regime, the scaling exponent ν in σxy ~ Wi
v becomes smaller than unity, as typically 
observed in experiments.1–4 This shear-thinning behavior arises from the increase in the degree of the 
average chain orientation toward the flow direction with increasing shear rate, thereby alleviating the 
stress imposed by the flow. While unentangled and entangled melts show a qualitatively similar 
behavior, the entangled systems exhibit significantly stronger shear-thinning than the unentangled 
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system, which confirms experimental observations.1–4 This difference is attributed to the reduction in 
the degree of entanglement between chains for entangled systems as a result of collective chain 
alignment and stretch, as schematically depicted in Figure 2.3.1.1b. — see the intermolecular part 
inter
xyσ  of shear stress presented in Figure 2.3.1.2.  
 
Figure 2.3.1.2. The variation of the intermolecular part of shear stress σxy as a function of Wi number for the 
simulated unentangled (C78H158) and entangled (C400H802 and C600H1202) PE melts. The vertical dotted lines 
represent the same as with Figure 2.3.1.1. 
Figures 2.3.1.1(c and d) summarize the overall scaling behavior of η and Ψ1 with respect to 
Wi under shear flow. The results are in good agreement with known experimental and computational 
results2,5,6,9–20 where the scaling exponents of 1~ bWiη −  and 21 ~
bWi−Ψ  are in typical ranges of 
10.40 0.95b≤ ≤  and 21.3 1.7b≤ ≤  for most polymer solutions and melts in the intermediate flow 
regime. It is noted that the viscosity scaling of 
0.53~Wiη −  found for the unentangled C78H158 melt in 
that regime appears very similar to that of 
0.52~Wiη −  observed for the dilute DNA solutions in 
experiment.5,6 Also notable is that the degree of shear thinning for η and Ψ1 at high flow fields beyond 
the intermediate flow regime, described by 
(0.40~0.46)~Wiη −   and (1.46~1.51)1 ~Wi
−Ψ  , becomes 
quantitatively very similar between unentangled and entangled PE melts; the physics underlying this 





Figure 2.3.1.3. Representative molecular scaling variables. Plots of (a) the average chain orientation angle θ with 
respect to the flow (x-)direction, (b) the mean-square chain end-to-end distance, and (c) the intermolecular 
Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential energy as a function of Wi number for the unentangled (C78H158) and entangled 
(C400H802 and C600H1202) PE melts. Variations of (d) the average number Z of chain entanglements, (e) the average 
length des of an entanglement strand, and (f) the probability distribution of entanglements P(Z) along the 
normalized chain primitive path (PP) contour segment s ranging from 0 to 1, as a function of Wi number for the 
entangled (C400H802 and C600H1202) systems. The vertical dotted lines represent the same as with Figure 2.3.1.1. 
All the properties from (a) to (e) are the statistical ensemble averaged ones for which the standard angular bracket 
marks (i.e., < >) have been removed for notational simplicity in the main text. 
 
The primary molecular characteristic behind these shear-thinning behavior of η and Ψ1 lies in 
the variations in the degree of chain orientation and structural deformation with the flow strength. Thus, 
we extracted the average chain orientation angle θ  and the mean square chain end-to-end distance 
2R  from the simulation, and examined their dependence on Wi. θ  was calculated based on the 
well-known formula ( )12 tan 2 / ( )xy xx yyθ −= −c c cɶ ɶ ɶ  where αβcɶ  denotes the αβ-component of the 
second-rank conformation tensor 2
eq
3 R=c RRɶ  of the chain end-to-end vector R. Note that this 
θ  is identical to the angle formed between the flow direction and the eigenvector (called the director) 
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the order tensor ( )3 2= −S uu I  where u represents the 
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unit chain end-to-end vector and I a second-rank unit tensor.  
It is noticed that both θ and R2 vary steeply with Wi in the intermediate flow regime and 
relatively slowly in the strong flow regime in Figure 2.3.1.3(a and b). These features appear to be 
consistently reflected in the rheological behavior of η and Ψ1 in Figure 2.3.1.1(c and d). Quantifying 
the characteristic scaling behavior of η and Ψ1 with respect to the variation of the average chain 
configurations under the applied strong flow (in a sense similar to an experimental attempt of correlating 
rheological and structural data), we propose the following scaling expression for unentangled polymer 
systems in the intermediate flow regime: 
1 2~ Rαη θɶ ɶɶ  and 2 21 ~ R
αθΨ ɶɶ ɶ .                      (2.1.18) 
Here, ηɶ , 1Ψɶ , θɶ , and 
2Rɶ  represent dimensionless quantities normalized by the zero-shear viscosity 
0η , zero-shear first normal stress coefficient 1,0Ψ , zero-shear orientation angle ( )0 45θ = ° , and 2eqR  
at equilibrium, respectively. In equation 2.1.18, the exponent value of 2 for the R-dependence of η and 
Ψ1 is deduced from a consideration of the Gaussian entropic spring force. For higher accuracy, we can 












 where Rmax is the maximum stretched chain length. 
It should be emphasized that the average orientatio angle under shear flow appearing in 
equation 2.1.18 is not uniquely related to a quantity representing shear orientation anisotropy x yu u  
(because θ is calculated as 2 2tan 2 2 x y x yu u u uθ = −  ). Consequently, the proposed scaling 
relationships (equation 2.1.18) do not correspond t the frequently utilized stress expression considering 
the entropic tension along the chain backbone, i.e., ~ ~F R kh R Rαβ α β α βσ ; here, F khRα α=  is 
the entropic spring force expressed in terms of the Gaussian spring constant 2
eq
3 /Bk k T R≡  and a 
non-Gaussian spring contribution h. This expression with = 1 is equivalent to the well-established 
stress-optical rule (SOR) and has a rigid molecular basis under weak flow. Under strong flow, SOR fails 
and the expression is often modified as 2~ kh R u uαβ α βσ  via the decoupling approximation. As 
a substitute for this approximate modification, we adopt the experimental sense of thinking explained 
above to propose equation 2.1.18 as a relationship between the rheological properties (or stress) and the 
chain conformation under strong flow: If we can measure θ and R for polymer chains under strong flow, 
equation 2.1.18 may serve as a basis for resolving a conformational origin(s) of nonlinear rheological 
behavior. (At the same time, under weak flow, SOR is considered to be more fundamental and 
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quantitative compared to equation 2.1.18).  
The present simulation results for the moderately strong flow (Figures 2.3.1.1c, 2.3.1.1d, 
2.3.1.3a, and 2.3.1.3b) can be cast in the scaling form of equation 2.1.18 to give 1.59 0.13 2~ Rη θ ±ɶ ɶɶ  and 
3.41 0.24 2
1 ~ Rθ
±Ψ ɶɶ ɶ   for the unentangled C78H158 PE melt, which demonstrates highly nonlinear 
dependence of both η and Ψ1 on the chain orientation. (The θ-dependence of η and Ψ1 appeared fairly 
similar between the Gaussian and FENE models, becaus  the average chain dimension is still much 
smaller than Rmax under shear flow) Notably, the exponent for the θ-dependence of Ψ1 turns out to be 
approximately twice that of η. This result would be characteristic to the nonlinear rheological behavior 
of unentangled chains under moderately strong flow (with representing the stronger θ-dependence of 
Ψ1 than η in this flow regime), although a superficial similar ty is noted for that result (2 1/η Ψ  being 
insensitive to θ) and the shear-rate independence of the 2 1/η Ψ  ratio rigidly established in the linear 
viscoelastic regime where chain deformation is assumed negligible (i.e., 2 2eqR R≃ ) and related to SOR. 
We confirmed that previous simulation data for unentangled polymers were re-cast in the 
scaling form of equation 2.1.18 to give the scaling exponent values similar to those shown above. For 
example, our analysis of the NEMD simulation works for unentangled C100H20212 and C128H25813 PE 
melts gave 1.78 2~ Rη θɶ ɶɶ  and 3.71 21 ~ RθΨ ɶɶ ɶ  for C100H202, and 1.80 2~ Rη θɶ ɶɶ  and 
3.80 2
1 ~ RθΨ ɶɶ ɶ  for 
C128H258 system (although C128H258 is located in the crossover zone between the unenta gled and 
entangled regimes and the agreement of its exponents may be rather fortuitous).  
We also note that the scaling relationships for the un ntangled C78H158 melt appear very similar 
to those found in experiments for the dilute DNA soluti ns,5,6 1.53 2~ Rη θɶ ɶɶ  and 3.23 21 ~ RθΨ ɶɶ ɶ  and in 
additional Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations of a bead-rod coarse-grained linear chain including 
the hydrodynamic and excluded volume interactions between the beads (thereby mimicking real chains 
in dilute solutions), 1.58 2~ Rη θɶ ɶɶ  and 3.25 21 ~ RθΨ ɶɶ ɶ . This apparent similarity possibly reflects the lack 
of the rheological influences from the effective topological constraints (entanglements) between chains 
in both systems. 
Considering these observations and the numerical and statistical uncertainties in the NEMD 
simulation data, we estimated possible ranges of the scaling exponent α for the θ-dependence of η and 
Ψ1 for unentangled linear PE chains of various lengths; α1 = (1.5~1.7) for η and α2 = (3.2~3.6) for Ψ1. 
We note that these scaling relationships were numerically extracted from the NEMD data without any 
a priori theoretical assumptions between the stress (i.e., η and Ψ1) and molecular variables (θ and R), 
each of which was directly and independently measured from atomistic NEMD simulations. 
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Nevertheless, the properties calculated from simple viscoelastic models, such as Giesekus and FENE-
P models, numerically obey somewhat consistent our proposed scaling relationships (although these 
relationships are not analytically deduced from the models). 
  
Entangled Chains in Intermediate Flow Regime: Now, we focus on the nonlinear rheological behavior 
of entangled chains. For the entangled melt systems, the degree of interchain entanglement is an 
important factor for determining the rheological behavior. As is well known in polymer physics and 
rheology (e.g., in the tube theory and polymer network theory),1,2 the entanglement segment vector is 
the primary object determining the stress tensor of deformed entangled polymer systems. Accordingly, 
we compared η and Ψ1 of entangled C400 and C600 PE chains with structural characteristics of the 
entanglement segments (not of the chain as a whole), such as the average number of entanglements per 
chain, Z, and the average orientation angle and length of tose segments, θes and des, all being normalized 
by respective values at equilibrium (obtained from the primitive path analysis of the entanglement 
network via the Z-code). In this comparison, we targeted the following scaling relationships, again in a 
sense similar to an experimental approach of correlating rheological and structural data, with 
incorporating the number of entanglement segments as an additional molecular variable: 
1 1 2
es es~ Z d
β γη θ ɶɶ ɶɶ  and 2 2 21 es es~ Z d
β γθΨ ɶɶɶ ɶ .                (2.1.19) 
The exponent for esd
ɶ  appearing in equation 2.1.19 was set to be 2 with an assumption of Gaussian 
entropic force acting on the entanglement segment (as similar to the assumption underlying equation 
2.1.18 for unentangled chains). Additionally, the NEMD simulation data for the C400 and C600 PE melt 
systems was found to exhibit a quantitatively similar scaling behavior between R and des with respect 
to Wi number. Therefore, the use of either 2esd
ɶ  or 2Rɶ  in equation 2.1.19 gives rise to practically the 
same scaling result for entangled melt systems. Because the scaling expression of η includes two 
independent variables θes and Z with unknown exponents β1 and γ1, it is impossible to uniquely separate 
the shear rate dependence of η into the θes and Z dependencies. This situation is the same for Ψ1. Thus, 
assuming that the entanglement strands considered here behave similarly to the whole backbone of 
unentangled chains in their contributions to the str ss, we set the exponents β1 and β2 to be identical to 
the exponents for the unentangled chains α1 (= 1.59 ± 0.13) and α2 (= 3.41 ± 0.24), respectively. This 
assumption would work under fast flow (although it should fail under slow flow in the linear regime). 
With this assumption, the exponents γ1 and γ2 can be evaluated from the shear rate dependence of η, Ψ1, 
and θes obtained from the simulation and the dependence of Z estimated from the primitive path analysis. 
Fitting the NEMD data of η and Ψ1 together with those of Z and des for the C400 and C600 PE 
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melts to equation 2.1.19 with the above assumption, we find the following scaling behavior: 
1.59 0.13 3.97 0.21 2
es es~ Z dη θ
± ± ɶɶ ɶɶ  and 3.41 0.24 2.43 0.18 21 es es~ Z dθ
± ±Ψ ɶɶɶ ɶ  for C400 and 1.59 0.13 3.72 0.25 2es es~ Z dη θ
± ± ɶɶ ɶɶ  and 
3.41 0.24 2.05 0.20 2
1 es es~ Z dθ
± ±Ψ ɶɶɶ ɶ  for C600. The scaling exponent for the Z-dependence of η appears to be 
larger than that of Ψ1. Consistent behavior has been obtained by applying the present analysis based on 
equation 2.1.19 to previous NEMD simulation data for C400H80215 and C700H140219 PE melt systems, i.e., 
1.59 4.10 2
es es~ Z dη θ ɶɶ ɶɶ  and 
3.41 2.67 2
1 es es~ Z dθΨ ɶɶɶ ɶ  for C700, lending support to the scaling approach adopted in 
this study. We should point out that there may be a sm ll discrepancy between the present results and 
those of C700H1402 PE melts19 due to some improved corrections in the Z-code utilized in this study for 
obtaining the entanglement network of the system through the contour reduction procedure, which 
might have made a small influence on the value of the scaling exponent of Z. Based on these 
observations, we estimated a possible range for the scaling exponents regarding the Z-dependence of η
and Ψ1 for entangled linear PE melts, i.e., γ1 = (3.8~4.0) for η and γ2 = (2.1~2.4) for Ψ1.  
While the C400 and C600 PE melts employed in this study are rather short and only mildly 
entangled systems, we believe that the basic features of the scaling expressions deduced for those chains 
remain valid for longer, strongly entangled chains within statistical uncertainties. Nevertheless, 
considering the rheological influence of entanglement s gments near the chain ends (e.g., the effect of 
the contour length fluctuations in the tube theory1), which is particularly important for rather weakly 
entangled melt systems, the scaling exponent for the Z-dependence reported here may change slightly 
and approach gradually an asymptotic value as the chain length increases to highly entangled polymer 
melts. Furthermore, the scaling relationships (equation 2.1.19) may be adapted to entangled branched 
polymers with additional scaling component of the arm orientation and stretch at the junction points 
along the chain backbone whose scaling behavior is t  be the same as that of entangled linear polymers.  
 
Linear Chains in Strong Flow Regime: We now consider the scaling behavior of η and Ψ1 at high flow 
strengths. As shown in Figures 2.3.1.1c, the scaling exponent of η with respect to Wi number in the 
strong flow regime is significantly smaller than that in the intermediate flow regime for each melt 
(similarly for Ψ1, but with a rather small change). If we keep the scaling expression equation 2.1.18, we 
obtain the following result: 2.39 2~ Rη θɶ ɶɶ  and 8.28 21 ~ RθΨ ɶɶ ɶ  for C78 PE melt under high flow fields, 
which is quantitatively inconsistent with that of the intermediate flow regime. This inconsistency arises 
from the weak variations of θ and R with shear rate in the strong flow regime. In fact, the average chain 
orientation angle θ becomes very small (< 5°) at the end of the intermediate flow regime, and its absolute 
variation at high shear rates is practically negligib e. Thus, we expect a rather insignificant role of the 
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θ variable in determining rheological behavior under strong flow fields. Similarly, the average chain 
dimension does not change much with Wi in the strong flow regime.  
In short, both chain orientation and chain stretch are nearly saturated at high Wi, and 
accordingly, their rheological influences would be n gligible. Therefore, the scaling expression 
equation 2.1.18 for η and Ψ1 would no longer be valid under strong flow. Furthemore, a large portion 
of the entanglements become located closely to the chain ends at high Wi as a result of a high degree of 
collective chain alignment to the flow direction. Such entanglements are likely to be easily destroyed 
in a relatively short time under fast flow and would therefore not contribute effectively to the (elastic) 
stress of polymers.  
In this regard, we consider another essential physical mode which becomes particularly 
important in the strong flow regime. We can imagine that the chain motion in this regime is very fast 
and irregular in association with intensive chain rotation and tumbling dynamics. Consequently, the 
degree of intermolecular collisions between chains would be very high and govern the overall polymer 
conformation and dynamics — see Figure 2.3.1.3c for a d amatic increase of the intermolecular LJ 
energy interLJE   in the strong flow regime, which is in contrast with its gradual decrease in the 
intermediate regime via the mutual chain alignment and stretch. Physically, the intermolecular collisions 
enhance the momentum transfer process between chains, thus increasing the stress. Therefore, we need 
to take into account the effect of interchain collisions to correctly describe the dependence of η and Ψ1 
on Wi in the strong flow regime. We assert that the stres  governed by the collision-induced momentum 
transfer can be a general feature under strong flow fields emerging for any polymer architecture and 
flow type (e.g., shear or elongational flow).  
Precise quantification of the rheological contributon of the intermolecular collision is very 
difficult due to the intricate dynamic nature of molecular collisions. Instead, we propose the following 
ad-hoc scaling expression for η and Ψ1 indirectly in terms of the average chain rotation time rotτ , 
assuming that the intermolecular collisions dominantly influence the chain rotation and tumbling 
dynamics at high shear rates for both unentangled and entangled polymer systems: 
1
rot~
δη τɶ ɶ  and 21 rot~
δτΨɶ ɶ .                       (2.1.20) 
Here, rotτɶ  is made dimensionless as normalized by the characteristic rotational relaxation time of the 
system at equilibrium. Based on the above argument, equation 2.1.20 would be valid for both entangled 
and unentangled polymers in the strong shear flow regime, regardless of the chain length. Confirming 
this scaling characteristic, the NEMD simulation data show that 0.50rot~η τɶ ɶ  and 
1.83
rot~τ1Ψɶ ɶ  for C78, 
0.54
rot~η τɶ ɶ  and 
1.85
rot~τ1Ψɶ ɶ  for C400, and 
0.61
rot~η τɶ ɶ  and 
2.01
rot~τ1Ψɶ ɶ  for C600 PE melts based on the 
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results of rotational time rotτ  in Figure 2.3.1.4. From this result, possible ranges for the scaling 
exponents for the rotτ  (common for unentangled and entangled linear polymers) are estimated to be δ1 
= (0.5~0.6) for η and δ2 = (1.8~2.0) for Ψ1. 
 
Figure 2.3.1.4. Variations of the whole chain rotation (tumbling) time rotτ  with respect to the applied flow 
strength for C78H158, C400H802, and C600H1202 PE melts. Here, rotτ   is directly computed by measuring the 
accumulated orientational angle of the chain end-to-end vector in the flow-gradient (xy) plane as a function of 
time. rotτ  is practically identical to the time scale extracted from the power spectral density analysis through 
Fourier transformation of the time autocorrelation function ( ) (0)t ⋅u u  of the unit chain end-to-end vector 
u(t). We further note that the complete results for C600H1202 melt could not be obtained in this work because a very 
long simulation trajectory (i.e., over 10 times longer than the longest relaxation time of the system especially in 
the intermediate flow regime) is required to obtain statistically reliable data for each state point. However, our 
preliminary results for C600H1202 melt in the strong flow regime exhibit consistent scaling behaviors for rotτ  in 






Intrinsic Surface Characteristics of Ring Polymers in Solution and Melt under Shear Flow 
 
 
Figure 2.3.1.5. (a) Schematic description of the numerical algorithm for constructing intrinsic ring surface. (b) 
Area projected from the intrinsic surface of the ring into three xy- (circles and dashed line), xz- (squares and solid 
line), and yz- (triangles and dotted line) planes for melt (orange symbols), dilute (black symbols), and toy model 
(dark green lines) as a function of Weissenberg number (Wi). Note that these projected areas were normalized by 
the total area of the intrinsic ring surface At. (c) The ratio between Axy and Axz vs. Wi for melt (orange circles), 
dilute (black circles), and toy model (dark green line). (d) The zz-component of the gyration tensor G normalized 
by the equilibrium value for linear (triangles) and ring (circles) polymers with respect to Wi.  
 
Starting from the viewpoint that the ring polymer, with its closed molecular geometry, 
naturally defines an intrinsic two-dimensional topological surface, we devised a simple and efficient 
numerical algorithm that could accurately describe the geometrically complex curved surfaces exhibited 
by flexible ring polymers. Figure 2.3.1.5a illustrates the main steps of the algorithm and how it allows 
for the extraction of the characteristic surfaces of the ring chains. Specifically, (i) we start to construct 
all the non-overlapping local triangular planes, each of which are constituted by three consecutive 
neighboring atoms (or beads) along the ring backbone; these triangles effectively depict the outermost 
ring surface. (ii)-(iv) We then apply the same procedure to successively build the inner surfaces of the 
ring in a step-by-step manner by forming new triangles with the remaining active atoms (which define 
a new inner closed-loop), excluding the middle (apex) atoms of the previous triangles. Here, to 
accurately extract the geometrical surfaces of the rings, ghost atoms were added in the middle of each 
line if the line connecting two neighboring atoms was longer than the original bond length. This 
procedure was repeated until only three atoms remained at the end to form the last triangle. This simple 
algorithm was numerically fast and could properly represent a variety of geometrically complex 
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surfaces formed by ring polymers, as exemplified in snapshot of Figure 2.3.1.5a. 
From the constructed ring surface composed of numerous (locally-planar) small triangles, we 
obtained detailed geometric information of the ring i  three-dimensional space, including the intrinsic 
surface shape and surface area. In particular, we could readily determine a set of the local normal vectors 
corresponding to each triangle over the entire ring surface. Here, we propose the average normal vector 
navg of the entire surface as a useful physical measure that can effectively characterize the global 
orientation of a ring chain. The chain end-to-end vector ete
1 1
b bN N





= =  
 
 R r r  with each 
bond vector i and total number of local bonds Nb geometrically represents the average bond vector for 
the whole one-dimensional linear chain; while avg
1 1
s sN N





= =  
 
 n n n   with each surface 
normal vector i ia ib′ ′= ×n r r  for two bond vectors ia′r  and ib′r  constituting a triangle and the total 
number of local triangular surfaces Ns represents the average surface normal vector for the entire two-
dimensional surface formed by a ring chain. Therefore, the navg of the ring polymer that defines the two-
dimensional characteristic surface is considered to intrinsically correspond with Rete for the linear 
polymer. Additionally, the magnitudes of ri and ni geometrically represent the local bond length and 
local triangular surface area (=|ni|/2), respectively. We demonstrate that these surface properties are very 
useful for analyzing the fundamental structural anddynamical characteristics of ring polymers under 
flow conditions. 
Next, we analyze the basic structural characteristics of the surface orientation and stretch for 
ring systems under shear flow. For an in-depth understanding of the fundamental aspects of actual ring 
polymers, we first set up a simple ‘toy model’ with a fixed two-dimensional flat square surface 
comprising four beads and rigid rods, simply mimicking a closed-loop geometry of ring polymers. This 
model was analyzed by applying free-draining (without EV and HI) bead-rod BD simulations. From 
the BD simulations, it can be clearly seen that the rigid surface tends to lie down preferentially in the 
xz-plane. Furthermore, the simulations without random thermal noise show that the most stable position 
of the two-dimensional surface is the lying position n the xz-plane, except for certain special initial 
surface orientations. While the geometric surface formed by the actual flexible ring polymers is 
generally curved and much more complex, their fundamental orientational characteristics are 
considered to be essentially similar to those of the aforementioned rigid structure. 
This was confirmed by the results for the projected areas of the curved ring surface for each 
system, i.e., Axy on the xy-plane, Ayz on the yz-plane, and Axz on the xz-plane in Figure 2.3.1.5b. The total 
surface area At of the ring could become significantly larger for actual ring polymers with increasing 
shear rate. This is because the flexible ring chains te d to be stretched and expand from their equilibri m 
coiled conformations. Therefore, we analyzed each projected area normalized by At for ring systems, in 
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comparison with the toy model which had a constant At. Notably, both the dilute and melt ring systems 
exhibited rapid overall increasing and decreasing behaviors for t/xzA A   and t/xyA A  , 
respectively, as the flow strength increased. This behavior by the actual ring polymers is fully consistent 
with that of the toy model, indicating essentially the same fundamental orientational characteristics 
(preferentially lying in the xz-plane) of the ring surface under shear flow. However, the degree of 
t/xzA A  and t/xyA A  variation appears to be somewhat smaller for actual systems compared 
with the toy model. This observation in real ring polymers can be attributed to local surface fluctuations 
in association with many local loops that protrude in the velocity-gradient (y)-direction along their 
flexible backbone. We further notice a larger t/xyA A  and smaller t/yzA A  for the ring melt 
compared with the dilute ring system in the intermediate-to-strong flow regime. This can be closely 
associated with the higher degree of ring polymer cnter-loop tumbling dynamics (via strong 
intermolecular collisions) in the melt relative to a dilute solution. Additionally, Figure 2.3.1.5c shows 
the ratio between xyA  and xzA  representing the degree of surface orientation relativ  to the 
kinematically stable xz-plane under shear flow as a function of the applied flow strength. While both 
the dilute and melt ring systems show an overall decreasing behavior of /xy xzA A  with increasing 
shear rate, which is consistent with the toy model, it is weaker for the former compared with the latter. 
This is because of the significant dynamical role of local loops in actual ring polymers, resulting in 
considerable surface fluctuations. It was additionally observed that the melt system exhibits a lower 
overall degree of surface alignment parallel to the xz-plane than the dilute system in the intermediate-
to-strong flow regime. 
As a distinctive structural feature of ring polymers, we observe that 
eqzz zz
G G  of the 
gyration tensor G is considerably larger for a ring polymer than for a linear polymer for both dilute and 
melt systems in the intermediate-to-strong flow regime (Figure 2.3.1.5d). Note that the gyration tensor 





i c i c
i
G
Nαβ α α β β=
= − − r r r r  , where ri, rc, and N denote the position of 
particle i, the center of mass of the chain, and the number of particles per chain, respectively. In contrast 
with the overall monotonically decreasing tendency of 
eqzz zz
G G  with increasing shear rate for 
the linear system, ring systems exhibit a plateau rgion for 
eqzz zz
G G  in certain intermediate flow 
regimes and even exhibit an increasing behavior under higher flow strengths. Further, the dilute ring 
systems also possess significantly larger values of 
eqzz zz
G G  in comparison to the ring melt 
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systems in the whole flow regime. This result for dilute ring systems appears to be consistent with the 
existing experimental59 and numerical63-66 observations of hydrodynamic inflation in the neutral 
(z-)direction for a diluted ring chain under shear and planar elongational flows. The rather large values 
for Gzz as well as Ayz and Axz for the ring polymers are expected to have a significant rheological 
influence. For instance, these geometrical characteristics would generally promote the degree of 
transient structural coupling between chains during their rotational and tumbling dynamics in shear flow, 
which results in an effective increase of momentum ransfer and correlation between chains, thereby 
enhancing the overall stress (or viscosity) of the melt system. This has been confirmed by the lower 
shear-thinning behavior of the ring melt in comparison with the linear melt in the intermediate-to-strong 
flow regime.  
 
Synergistic role of ring geometry and short branches in bulk polymer rheology 
 
 
Figure 2.3.1.6. (a) The steady state shear viscosity η and (b) the first normal stress coefficient Ψ1 as a function 
of the Weissenberg number Wi for the C128H258 linear (Linear; black triangles), C400H800 ring (Ring; black circles), 
C178H358 SCB linear (SCB_L; orange triangles), and C565H1130 SCB ring (SCB_R; orange circles) PE melt systems. 
The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols unless otherwise specified. The slopes in (a) and (b) were 
calculated by fitting the η and Ψ1 in the shear-thinning regime through simple power-law expression of the forms 
η ~ Wi−b1 and Ψ1 ~ Wi−b2 with slopes b1 and b2 (Linear; black solid line, Ring; black dotted line, SCB_L; orange 
solid line, and SCB_R; orange dotted line). 
 
To help interpret the general behavior of rheological haracteristics for the short-chain 
branched (SCB) ring polyethylene (PE) melts in a view of the synergistic role of ring geometry and 
short branches, we performed comprehensive analysis on shear rheology in connection with underlying 
fundamental molecular mechanisms via direct comparison with linear, ring, SCB linear, and SCB ring 
polymers. In Figure 2.3.1.6, we present the macroscopic rheological properties of shear viscosity η and 
first normal stress coefficient Ψ1. Figure 2.3.1.6a shows the results of shear viscosity η as a function of 
Weissenberg number Wi for the C128H258 linear (Linear), C400H800 ring (Ring), C178H358 SCB linear 
(SCB_L), and C565H1130 SCB ring (SCB_R) PE melt systems. It is noted thatwe decided to compare 
C400H800 ring PE system with unentangled C128H258 linear PE system to avoid the significant effect of 
interchain entanglements. As seen in Figure 2.3.1.6a, all four PE systems exhibit a typical shear-thinning 







































behavior as Wi increases (Wi > 1) with respect to the molecular characteristics of chain orientation and 
stretching toward the flow (x-)direction. However, the detailed shear-thinning behavior of each system 
has qualitatively different tendencies depending on their molecular architectures and flow strengths 
according to the simple power-law expression of forms η ~ Wi−b1. In case of the pure linear PE system 
(Linear), it shows two different slopes b1 of 0.68±0.05 and 0.39±0.02 for η in the intermediate (1 < Wi 
< 20) and strong flow (40 < Wi < 2000) regimes, respectively. In the intermediate flow regime, the linear 
system displays the shear-thinning behavior generally attributed to the chain orientation and stretching 
with respect to the applied flow strength. In the strong flow regime, the chain orientation and stretching 
of molecular chains are nearly saturated and their r ological influences would be negligible. Instead, 
in the strong flow regime, the degree of intermolecu ar collision significantly increases as another 
essential molecular characteristics due to the flow-induced collisions and intensive chain rotation 
dynamics, which effectively contribute the stress of p lymers. Therefore, the shear-thinning behavior 
is generally weaker (i.e., less shear-thinning ≈ decrease of slope b1) than the intermediate flow regime.  
Compared to their linear analogues, η for the pure ring system (Ring) shows qualitatively 
similar tendencies on the overall flow strengths, however the detailed degree of shear-thinning (i.e.,th  
value of slope b1) is slightly smaller than those of the linear system; two different slopes b1 of 0.59±0.05 
and 0.35±0.03 for η in the intermediate (0.5 < Wi < 20) and strong flow (40 < Wi < 2000) regimes, 
respectively. Although the employed linear and ring systems in this study have different molecular 
weights, the lower degree of shear-thinning behavior of the ring system than that of the linear system is 
qualitatively consistent with the results in previous studies simulated in the condition of the same 
backbone length at 78 and 400 carbon atoms for linear and ring systems. The lower degree of shear-
thinning behavior for the ring system than their linear analogous is generally attributed to the compact 
structure and less degree of chain orientation due to the intrinsic closed-loop geometry [e.g., the 
inflation of ring toward neutral (z-)direction and the structure of the double strands]. 
In comparison with the pure linear and ring systems displaying two different degrees of shear-
thinning behavior with respect to the applied flow strength, interestingly the SCB systems (SCB_L and 
SCB_R) apparently show one degree of shear-thinning behavior on overall flow strengths as described 
in Figure 2.3.1.6a; one slope b1 of 0.46±0.02 and 0.41±0.02 for SCB_L (10 < Wi < 2000) and SCB_R 
(5 < Wi < 2000), respectively. It should be noted that although SCB systems display one slope behavior 
of shear-thinning in both intermediate and strong flow regimes, it cannot imply that their structural and 
dynamical molecular characteristics are also same in these flow regimes. Thus, it is apparently obtained 
result due to the effect of short branches on bulk polymer rheology. As well known in recent studies, 
the short-chain branches generally execute the fast random thermal Brownian motions associated with 
their short characteristic relaxation time due to their very short chain length (e.g., 2, 4, and 6 carbon 
atoms in PE molecule). It indicates that their dynamics are practically unaffected by the external flow 
field. Therefore, short branches disturb the chain or entation and deformation of the backbone chain 
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against the applied flow field leading to more compact structures than their pure linear and ring 
analogous. As a result, as seen in Figure 2.3.1.6a (SCB_L and SCB_R), the SCB systems exhibit a lesser 
degree of shear-thinning behavior in association with the more compact and less deformed (stretched) 
structure than their pure linear and ring system in the intermediate flow regime. However, in the strong 
flow regime, the chain conformations of SCB PE melts are also nearly saturated and intermolecular 
collisions are also considered as a crucial role regardless of molecular architectures (i.e., fundamental 
molecular characteristics in the strong flow regime) resulting similar values of slope b1 for all four PE 
systems in this flow regime. That is, since SCB system  have less degree of shear-thinning (i.e., lower 
value of slope b1) due to the significant effect of the short branches at the chain backbone in the 
intermediate flow regime, SCB systems apparently show t at they have one slope of shear-thinning on 
the overall flow strengths. 
Furthermore, in contrast to pure linear and ring systems that have almost similar values of 
slope b1 and general tendencies even though they have different molecular weights, the SCB_R system 
shows a significantly lesser degree of shear-thinning behavior and higher values of shear viscosity η 
rather than those of SCB_L system. These features indicate that the synergistic effect of short-chain 
branches and ring geometric (closed-loop) backbone are pronounced on shear rheology inducing the 
less shear-thinning behaviors with respect to the applied flow field.  
As another interesting rheological feature, the first normal stress coefficient Ψ1 as a function 
of Wi for the Linear, Ring, SCB_L, and SCB_R is obtained in Figure 2.3.1.6b. All four PE melt systems 
also exhibit a typical shear-thinning behavior of Ψ1 with power-law expression of forms Ψ1 ~ Wi-b2; 
slope b2 of 1.45±0.02, 1.44±0.01, 1.28±0.05, and 1.14±0.1 for Linear (5 < Wi < 2000), Ring (5 < Wi < 
2000), SCB_L (5 < Wi < 1000), and SCB_R (5 < Wi < 1000; orange dotted line), respectively. One can 
easily identify that (i) SCB systems exhibit higher values of Ψ1 than those of pure linear and ring 
systems and (ii) SCB systems apparently show two slope behaviors of shear-thinning of Ψ1 [i.e., the 
slope b2 fitting in the intermediate flow regime cannot match in the strong flow regime (Wi > 1000)] in 
contrast to the one slope behavior of η. These features are reasonably consistent results of shear-thinning 
behavior of η in Figure 2.3.1.6a. That is, in case of Ψ1, less shear-thinning behavior for SCB systems 
due to the effect of short chains at the chain backone apparently induce two slope behaviors of Ψ1 for 





2.3.2 Shear rheology of interfacial polymers 
 
Here, we analyzed the degree of slip (ds) for the confined polymeric system defined as 
s real ideal s w1 / /d V Vγ γ= − =ɺ ɺ , where Vs is the total slip velocity occurring at the top and bottom walls 
and Vw is the applied velocity of the moving top wall toward the flow direction in shear flow. Whereas 
the ideal (nominal) shear rate ideal w /V Hγ =ɺ  is based on the assumption of the no-slip boundary 
condition with H being the box dimension in the velocity gradient (y-)direction, the real shear rate 
real w s( ) /V V Hγ = −ɺ  accounts for a finite slip at the boundary walls. Practically, we evaluated the value 
of realγɺ  for the ds of the confined systems as follows: the y-dimension of the simulation box (i.e., H) 
was divided into several bins with a constant interval, and the streaming velocity in the flow direction 
for each bin was calculated by averaging the x component of velocity for all atoms belonging to that 
bin. Then, the final streaming velocity was obtained by applying a fifth-order polynomial fitting to the 
velocity data measured in each MD step and averaging the resulting velocity profile over a sufficiently 
long system trajectory. realγɺ  was then calculated by applying linear regression to the average streaming 
velocity data along the velocity gradient direction. We also note that the degree of slip is directly re ated 
to the standard slip length (Ls) by 
1 1
s s1d L





Figure 2.3.2.1. Degree of slip (ds) as a function of the reduced shear rate 
* 2 /mγ γ σ ε≡ ɺ  for the simulated 
C128H258 linear (Linear; black triangles), C128H256 ring (Ring; black circles), C178H358 SCB linear (SCB_L; orange 
triangles), and C178H356 SCB ring (SCB_R; orange circles) PE melt systems. The vertical black dashed lines 
(Linear), black dash-dotted lines (Ring), and orange dashed line (SCB_L and SCB_R) separate the characteristi  
flow regimes with respect to ds for each system. It is noted that while the linear and ring polymers exhibit three 
distinct characteristic ds regimes (increasing, decreasing, and increasing) as a function of shear rate, the SCB 
systems show almost constant behavior of ds in the weak and intermediate flow regimes and increasing behavior 
of ds in the strong flow regime. The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols unless otherwis  indicated. 
 
Figure 2.3.2.1 presents the variation of the degree of slip for the simulated linear C128H258, ring 















C128H256, SCB linear C178H358, and SCB ring C178H356 PE melts with respect to the applied shear rate 
over a wide range of flow strengths for the confined systems. The pure linear and ring melts exhibit 
three distinct characteristic ds regimes with respect to the shear rate, i.e., an increasing, decreasing, and 
increasing behavior of ds in the weak, intermediate, and strong flow regimes, r pectively. In contrast, 
the SCB linear and SCB ring melts display almost constant behavior of ds in the weak-to-intermediate 
flow regimes, followed by a rapid increase of ds in the strong flow regime. To understand these 
distinctive slip behaviors of ds for each system, it is essential to examine the fundamental molecular 
mechanisms of polymer chains at interfaces as a function of the applied shear rate by considering the 
dynamical influences of the external flow field and polymer–wall interactions. 
Figure 2.3.2.2 depicts the characteristic molecular mechanisms for each polymer system in the 
three representative (weak, intermediate, and strong) flow regimes. To systematically understand the 
influence of the ring and short-chain branches on the interfacial chain dynamics, we illustrate the 
mechanisms of the linear polymer as basis. 
 
Figure 2.3.2.2. Schematic description of the characteristic molecular mechanisms for the interfacial linear, ring, 
SCB linear, and SCB ring polymers in the three representative (weak, intermediate, and strong) flow regim s. 
These mechanisms underlie the general behavior of the interfacial slip (ds) for each system. ξw denotes the 
polymer-wall friction coefficient. 
 
In the weak flow regime, the applied shear force induces the interfacial linear chains to undergo 
z-to-x chain rotation while residing in the xz-plane, and the degree of chain alignment in the flow 
direction increases as the shear rate increases. This effectively reduces the dynamic friction of polymer 
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chains moving against the wall in the flow direction, thereby increasing the degree of slip. The ring 
polymer also exhibits a similar in-plane z-to-x rotation, enhancing the interfacial slip. However, in 
comparison to the linear polymer, the ring polymer has a relatively larger chain dimension in the neutral 
(z-)direction owing to its intrinsic closed-loop molecular geometry, which promotes the dynamic 
friction of ring chains against the wall. This leads to a relatively smaller ds value and less pronounced 
increase in ds for the ring polymer in the weak flow regime in comparison to the linear analogue, as 
observed in Figure 2.3.2.1. 
Looking into the effect of short-chain branching, the SCB linear polymer similarly exhibits z-
to-x chain rotation, thus reducing the overall interfacial dynamic friction and enhancing the wall slip. 
However, in contrast to the general alignment of the c ain backbone in the flow direction, the short 
branches tend to be oriented rather perpendicular (i.e., aligned in the neutral direction) than parallel to 
the backbone owing to their bonded and nonbonded intramolecular LJ interactions with the neighboring 
backbone atoms around the branch points. This orientat o al tendency of short-chain branches along 
the z-direction effectively increases the polymer–wall friction, diminishing the interfacial slip. These 
two contrasting contributions between the backbone and short branches cancel each other out to result 
in a nearly constant behavior of ds in the weak flow regime for the SCB linear polymer. We further note 
that the short branches have intrinsically fast random Brownian kinetics owing to their very short 
characteristic relaxation time scale (e.g., ~ 0.06 ns for C5H12 at T = 450 K and P = 1 atm), and thus their 
dynamics are practically unaffected by the external flow field. Such fast random movements of short 
branches along the chain backbone constantly disturb the overall chain conformation and tend to 
diminish the degree of structural deformation of the polymer chains in response to the applied flow. 
This further facilitates the overall chain dimension of SCB polymers in the neutral direction. 
By combining the respective influences of the ring topology and short-chain branching on the 
interfacial dynamics, we can reliably predict the general behavior of ds for the SCB ring polymer. As 
mentioned above, the ring polymer, owing to its closed-loop topology, has a larger chain dimension in 
the neutral direction in comparison to the linear analogue. Furthermore, the fast random motions of the 
highly mobile short branches along the backbone constantly disturb the overall chain conformation, 
leading to lesser degrees of chain stretch and orientat on along the flow direction and also a relatively 
larger chain dimension along the neutral direction. Thus, both the ring geometry and short-chain 
branching are expected to diminish the overall chain extension and alignment in the flow direction and
increase the chain dimension in the neutral direction, synergistically enhancing the dynamic friction of 
interfacial chains moving against the wall. We therefo e consider that the SCB ring polymer would 
exhibit significantly lower values of ds in the weak flow regime in comparison to the other (linear, ring, 
and SCB linear) polymers, which is confirmed by the results shown in Figure 2.3.2.1. 
Let us now examine the slip behavior of each polymer system in the intermediate flow regime. 
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Two representative molecular mechanisms were identifi d for the interfacial linear polymer in this 
regime: (i) an out-of-plane wagging mechanism [i.e., r petitive motions of the (outer) parts of the 
interfacial chains between detachment from the walldue to the external flow field and attachment to 
the wall due to the attractive polymer–wall interaction] and (ii) a disentanglement mechanism between 
the interfacial chains and nearby surrounding bulk chains via chain alignment and stretch along the flow
direction. These two molecular processes effectively mitigate the movement of interfacial chains at the 
wall in the flow direction, resulting in an overall decreasing tendency of ds for the linear and ring 
polymers in the intermediate flow regime. Notably, interfacial ring polymers, in addition to the loop 
wagging mechanism, exhibit a loop migration dynamic echanism where locally created loop segments 
can propagate along the chain toward the flow direction. Because the loops can be created locally and 
randomly along the ring chain via thermal Brownian motion, the applied flow field, and intermolecular 
collisions, the loop wagging and loop migration dynamics may occur at any position of the chain, which 
is in contrast to the case of the linear polymer for which the out-of-plane wagging mechanism 
commonly occurs near the chain ends. Furthermore, the loop migration mechanism facilitates the 
movement of the whole ring chain in the flow direction and thus enhances the polymer slip at the wall.
Also, the closed-loop topology of ring chains results in relatively fewer entanglement interactions 
compared to linear chains. These two factors together lead to a smaller decrease in ds for the ring 
polymer compared to the linear polymer in the interm diate flow regime. 
In contrast, both the SCB linear and SCB ring polymers exhibit nearly constant behavior for   
with respect to the shear rate throughout the weak and intermediate flow regimes. As mentioned 
previously, the highly mobile short branches make the overall chain structure more compact and less 
deformed (with highly curvy backbone structures) against the applied flow. This structural feature 
entails smaller entanglement interactions between chains and less variation in the degree of 
entanglement with respect to the flow strength, ultima ely weakening the degree of the out-of-plane 
wagging and disentanglement mechanisms and consequently affording the apparent constant behavior 
of ds for the SCB polymers. 
In the strong flow regime, the external flow field is sufficiently strong to overcome the 
attractive polymer–wall interactions and cause intensive dynamical collisions between interfacial chains 
and the wall. This leads the interfacial chains to frequently detach from the wall and undergo irregular 
(chaotic) chain rotation and tumbling dynamics. This dynamic feature underlies a rapid increase in the 
degree of slip in this flow regime for all of the polymer systems. 
It is interesting to note that whereas the tumbling dynamics occurs exclusively with the chain 
ends for the linear polymer, it can occur with any local loop(s) along the chain in the case of the ring
polymer. This fact leads to two distinct types of tumbling mechanism: end-loop tumbling and center-
loop tumbling. The end-loop tumbling mechanism is induced by the local loops situated near the ends 
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(outermost parts) of the stretched ring backbone along the flow direction, which is essentially similar 
to the typical end-over-end tumbling mechanism of the linear polymer. In contrast, the center-loop 
tumbling mechanism is driven by the loops located in the middle of the stretched ring backbone. 
Therefore, whereas end-loop tumbling practically occurs in the shear or flow-gradient (xy-)plane, the 
center-loop mechanism exhibits a diagonal chain rotation lying through both the xy- and yz-planes. 
These dynamic mechanisms were observed for both pure ring and SCB ring polymers at the interface 
under strong flow fields (specific quantification of the individual loop-tumbling mechanisms will be 
presented later). 
Another interesting feature is that the interfacial SCB linear polymer exhibits not only the 
hairpin-like end-over-end tumbling behavior (similar to the linear polymer) but also additional distinc  
mechanisms such as head-roll and tail-roll tumbling dynamics, which is essentially caused by the short 
branches forming the compact head or tail parts along the chain backbone during the tumbling event. 
However, such rolling mechanisms were rarely observed in the case of the SCB ring polymer studied 
here. This is attributed to the relatively larger chain dimension along the neutral direction for the SCB 
ring polymer compared to the corresponding SCB linear polymer in addition to the rather double-
stranded stretched ring conformations at strong flow ields, both of which may have effectively impeded 
the whole chain rolling along the flow direction (additionally, the C128 backbone length of the present 
C178H356 SCB ring PE might not be sufficiently long to facilitate chain rolling). Also important is that 
the short branches promote the interfacial chain detachment from the wall by constantly disturbing the 
chain conformation via their fast random motions. This leads to a steeper increasing behavior of ds in
the strong flow regime for both SCB linear and ring polymers in comparison to the corresponding pure 
linear and ring polymers. 
 
Figure 2.3.2.3. Streaming velocity profiles (normalized by the applied wall velocity Vw) along the velocity 
gradient direction at a certain intermediate shear rate for the simulated C128H258 linear (black triangles), C128H256 
ring (black circles), C178H358 SCB linear (orange triangles), and C178H356 SCB ring (orange circles) PE melts. The 




Figure 2.3.2.3 displays the steady-state streaming velocity profiles in the flow direction along 
the velocity gradient direction for the four polymer systems at an intermediate flow strength. In general, 
the nonlinearity of the velocity profile for a polymeric material is associated with the degree of 
interfacial slip. As noted earlier, realγɺ  was calculated by applying linear regression to the streaming 
velocity data along the y-direction. Clearly, the pure linear and ring polymers exhibit a noticeable 
deviation from the ideal velocity profile (i.e., assuming the no-slip boundary condition) due to finite 
slip at the walls. Interestingly, the corresponding SCB linear and ring systems at the same shear rate 
display velocity profiles rather close to the ideal one (ds ≈ 0), indicating apparently small interfacial slip. 
This behavior results from the enhanced polymer–wall friction due to the highly mobile short branches. 
Furthermore, owing to the additional wall friction caused by its closed-loop geometry, the SCB ring 
polymer exhibits even smaller interfacial slip than the SCB linear polymer. 
 
Figure 2.3.2.4. The xx, yy, and zz components of the gyration tensor G for the interfacial chains whose center-of-
mass is located within a distance of 2.5 σ from the wall for the (a) C128H258 linear (black triangles) and C178H358 
SCB linear (orange triangles) and (b) C128H256 ring (black circles) and C178H356 SCB ring (orange circles) systems 
as a function of the applied shear rate. To allow cmparison with the pure ring and linear systems, only the chain 
backbone, excluding the short branches, was considered in the calculation of G for the SCB systems. The symbols 
and vertical lines have the same meaning as in Figure 2.3.2.1. The error bars are smaller than the siz of the 




To further understand the interfacial characteristics n conjunction with the dynamic 
mechanisms, we analyzed the structural properties of the interfacial chains with centers of mass located 
within a distance of 2.5 σ from the wall. Figure 2.3.2.4 presents the xx-, yy-, and zz-components of the 
gyration tensor G of the interfacial chains for each system as a functio  of the applied flow strength. It 
should be noted that to examine the influence of shrt-chain branching on the overall chain structure, 
only the chain backbone (excluding the short branches) was included in the calculation of G for the 
SCB polymers. First, as the shear rate increases in the weak flow regime, the linear polymer exhibits an 
increasing behavior of Gxx (which approaches a plateau value) and a decreasing behavior of both Gyy 
and Gzz. This is directly related to the z-to-x rotation mechanism of the interfacial chains with their 
decreased y dimension via chain alignment and stretch in the flow direction. Upon further increasing 
the flow strength to the intermediate flow regime, Gxx shows almost constant behavior while both Gyy 
and Gzz continue to decrease until reaching a minimum value. These features can be understood by 
considering the aforementioned out-of-plane wagging and disentanglement mechanisms of the 
interfacial chains in the intermediate flow regime. Both mechanisms lead to significant suppression of 
the rotation and tumbling dynamics for the interfacial hains moving away from the wall. In the strong 
flow regime, as the shear rate increases, Gxx appears to rapidly decrease, whereas both Gyy and Gzz 
display a gradual increase. This is directly associated with the irregular rotation and tumbling dynamic 
mechanism of the interfacial chains via their strong dynamical collisions with the wall, which facilitates 
the detachment of the interfacial chains from the wall and their frequent movement toward the bulk 
region. Overall similar behavior is exhibited by the ring polymer, which, however, owing to its intrinsic 
closed-loop molecular geometry, shows somewhat smaller variation in each component (Gxx, Gyy, and 
Gzz) with respect to the flow strength compared to the lin ar polymer. It is also noted that the ring 
topology gives rise to an increase in Gzz and a decrease in Gyy. 
In contrast, the SCB linear and ring polymers exhibit increasing behavior of Gxx and decreasing 
behavior of Gyy and Gzz throughout the weak-to-intermediate flow regimes, with all components 
remaining almost constant in the strong flow regime. Furthermore, the SCB polymers display a 
significant reduction in Gxx and increase in Gyy and Gzz in comparison to the corresponding pure linear 
and ring polymers. This feature is directly associated with the fact that the structural disturbance by the 
fast random motions of the short branches results in highly curvy backbone structures and lesser degrees 
of chain stretch and alignment to the flow direction f r the SCB polymers. 
It can be summarized that (i) the closed-loop ring geometry tends to reduce both Gxx and Gyy 





 In this study, the nonlinear rheological properties for linear PE melts (reflecting substantial 
deformation of polymer chains under intermediate-to-str ng flow fields) were closely examined with 
respect to the following molecular characteristics: (i) chain orientation, (ii) stretching, (iii) 
disentanglement, (iv) intermolecular collision, and (v) end-over-end tumbling dynamics. Here, 
properties (i)–(iii) conform to the well-known polymer kinetic theory.1,2 Through a detailed analysis of 
the variations in the molecular characteristics in response to the applied shear rate, we propose scaling 
expressions for the shear viscosity η and the first normal stress coefficient Ψ1 for unentangled and 
entangled linear PE systems with respect to those mol cular variables. Comparing the Wi dependence 
of the structural parameters (defined for the whole chain backbone and/or entanglement strand) and 
rheological properties, we examine the scaling of those properties with respect to the structural 
parameters. Specifically, in the intermediate flow regime, we find scaling relationships for the viscosity 
η and the first normal stress difference Ψ1 with respect to the well-known fundamental molecular 
characteristics in polymer rheology such as the chain orientation, chain stretch, and interchain 
entanglement: (i) 1 2~ Rαη θ  and 2 21 ~ R
αθΨ  with α1 = (1.5−1.7) and α2 = (3.2−3.6) for 
unentangled melts and (ii) 1 1 2es es~ Z d
α γη θ  and 2 2 21 es es~ Z d
α γθΨ  with γ1 = (3.8−4.0) and γ2 = (2.1−2.4) 
for entangled melts. Here, θ (θes), R, Z, and des are the average chain orientation angle (that of 
entanglement strand), the mean chain end-to-end distance, the average number of interchain 
entanglements, and the average length of an entanglement strand, respectively. While the C400 and C600 
PE melts employed in this study are rather short and only mildly entangled systems, we believe that the 
basic features of the scaling expressions deduced for those chains remain valid for longer, strongly 
entangled chains within statistical uncertainties. Nevertheless, considering the rheological influence of 
entanglement segments near the chain ends (e.g., the effect of the contour length fluctuations in the ube 
theory1), which is particularly important for rather weakly entangled melt systems, the scaling exponent 
for the Z-dependence reported here may change slightly and appro ch gradually an asymptotic value as 
the chain length increases to highly entangled polymer melts. Furthermore, our proposed scaling 
relationships may be adapted to entangled branched polymers with additional scaling component of the 
arm orientation and stretch at the junction points along the chain backbone whose scaling behavior is 
to be the same as that of entangled linear polymers. Under moderately strong flow, those relationships 
may serve as a supplement (or substitute) for SOR which has a rigid molecular basis under slow flow. 
In the strong flow regime, the above scaling expressions become invalid and another empirical 
rheological scaling is found in terms of the characteristic rotational time rotτ  as the representative 
dynamic variable to accommodate intermolecular collisi nal effects: (iii) 1rot~
δη τ  and 21 rot~
δτΨ  
with δ1 = (0.5−0.6) and δ2 = (1.8−2.0) for both unentangled and entangled systems. The proposed scaling 
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relationships in this study well described η and Ψ1 obtained from the NEMD simulations under 
intermediate flow, thereby allowing us to correlate η and Ψ1 with the molecular variables (θ, R, Z, and 
des), in particular the scalar orientational variable θ in the experimental sense (of correlating rheological 
and structural data) explained earlier. Thus, those relationships are believed to serve as a supplement 
(or substitute) for the modified SOR under the interm diate flow. 
 Additionally, we carried out a comprehensive study on the intrinsic structural characteristics 
of ring polymers under shear flow with both dilute and melt conditions. Our analysis began with the 
advanced viewpoint that ring polymers intrinsically possess two-dimensional surface characteristics 
because of their closed-loop geometry, which is in co trast with the one-dimensional line characteristics 
of linear polymers. Based on this view, we introduced several representative physical measures that 
could effectively describe the structural and dynamic l characteristics of ring polymers, such as the total
and projected surface areas and the average normal vector navg of the ring surface, which corresponds 
with the chain end-to-end vector Rete of a linear polymer. Knowing the variation of these urface 
measures in response to the applied flow was found to be very informative for analyzing the 
characteristic molecular dynamics mechanisms of ring chains. An efficient numerical scheme was also 
developed that allowed us to effectively describe the complex curved surface formed by flexible ring 
chains. Applying this algorithm, we could accurately measure the overall surface shape and total or 
projected areas. The obtained surface information was found to be very useful for analyzing the 
characteristic dynamic mechanisms of ring polymers under shear flow. This scheme can be further 
applied to extract the intrinsic geometrical characteristics for various ring-type polymers (e.g., tadpole-
like polymers) and ring/linear blend systems. Furthermore, the numerical algorithm can be used to 
directly quantify the degree of penetration between different ring chains, thereby enabling a systematic 
analysis of the dynamical role of interchain penetration for ring melt systems; this has been an important 
(and rather controversial) rheological issue in the last decades. 
 Finally, we performed a comprehensive analysis of the interfacial structural and dynamical 
behavior of confined polymer melt systems possessing various molecular architectures (linear, ring, 
SCB linear, and SCB ring) under shear flow using atomistic NEMD simulations. We placed a particular 
focus on the combined rheological influence of the closed-loop ring geometry and short-chain 
branching on the general structure and dynamics of the interfacial chains. In doing so, we examined the 
degree of interfacial slip, the underlying characteris ic molecular mechanisms, and the detailed chain 
conformations for interfacial chains with respect to their molecular architectures. In general, the 
interfacial linear and ring polymers exhibit three distinct characteristic regimes for the degree of slip 
(ds) with respect to the applied shear rate: an increasing, decreasing, and increasing behavior of ds in 
the weak, intermediate, and strong flow regimes, repectively. In contrast, the interfacial SCB linear 
and SCB ring polymers display almost constant behavior of ds throughout the weak and intermediate 
flow regimes followed by rapidly increasing behavior of ds in the strong flow regime. To elucidate the 
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interfacial slip behavior, it is very informative to analyze the fundamental molecular mechanisms with 
respect to the three representative (weak, intermediate, and strong) flow regimes. In the weak flow 
regime, all of the interfacial polymers (linear, ring, SCB linear, and SCB ring) undergo z-to-x chain 
rotation from the neutral direction to the flow direction, which effectively reduces the dynamic wall 
friction against chain movement along the flow direction. However, in comparison with its linear 
analogue, the ring polymer possesses a relatively longer chain dimension in the neutral direction owing 
to its intrinsic closed-loop geometry, which enhances the dynamic friction of the interfacial ring chains 
moving against the wall in the flow direction. In the case of the interfacial SCB polymers, whereas the 
main chain backbone becomes gradually aligned to the flow direction with increasing flow strength 
(thus decreasing the dynamic wall friction), the short branches tend to be oriented more perpendicular 
(i.e., aligned in the neutral direction) than parallel to the backbone (thus increasing the dynamic wall 
friction) in conjunction with their intrinsically fast random motions that are practically unaffected by 
the imposed flow fields. These two contrasting factors cancel each other out to result in almost constant   
in the weak flow regime for the interfacial SCB polymers. Furthermore, owing to its relatively larger 
chain dimension in the neutral direction associated with the ring topology, the SCB ring polymer 
exhibits the lowest degree of slip among all of the polymers. In respect to the overall chain dimensio, 
the closed-loop ring topology tends to enhance Gzz but diminish both Gxx and Gyy, while short-chain 
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Recently, significant interests in internet of things (IoT) boost the rapid development of 
flexible, wearable, and skin-attachable electronics, including artificial skins,1-3 human-machine 
interface system,4,5 sustainable power management,6-9 and wireless signal transduction.10-12 For the 
practical applications of wearable electronics in the fields of IoT, long-term sustainability as well as
highly flexible, lightweight, and miniaturized designs are required to provide convenience and 
comfortable feelings for users as well as to achieve r liable and human-friendly electrical devices and
sensors. Even though a great progress has been made in wearable platforms integrated with flexible, 
stretchable, and sustainable power systems,6,8,9 energy storage systems still remain premature and 
insufficient for practical use because of the impermanent lifetime, limited capacity, and safety issue for 
the highly flexible and deformable designs of wearable devices.13 On the other hand, self-powered 
wearable devices, which can generate power by harvesting ambient energy sources such as kinetic 
energy from human daily motion and thermal energy fom body temperature, show great potential to 
address power issues in wearable electronics.7,14-18 
 
To convert human bodily energy into available electricity, a variety of energy conversion 
systems have been developed based on piezoelectric,15-17 thermoelectric,18 electromagnetic,19 and 
triboelectric effects.19,20 Triboelectricity, a common phenomenon of charge generation occurring on the 
contact surface of two different materials, can be us d to effectively convert frictional contact into 
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electricity.20 The triboelectric devices can provide more diverse choices of flexible materials and higher 
power generation than other energy harvesting ones. I  addition, triboelectric devices can be used as 
self-powered sensors as well to detect pressure and motion. Previously, Jiang et al. demonstrated a self-
powered tactile sensor based on micro-textured poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), which showed the 
pressure sensitivity of 2.28 mV/kPa and the maximum power generation of ~130 nW.21 Li et al. 
fabricated a dual-mode triboelectric sensor (TES) that perceived the tactile stimuli with the force 
sensitivity of 0.028 V/N and the generated output vol age of 10.6 V at 140 N.22 To achieve both high 
sensitivity and output power, most of the previous TESs utilized bulk spacers,22 arch shapes,23 and 3D 
structures24 to provide a large variation of gap distance betwen opposing surfaces, which is 
proportional to the triboelectric output voltage.14,25,26 Although these designs based on high volumetric 
structures enhanced the performance of triboelectric devices and sensors, the bulky geometry impeded 
their applications in flexible and wearable devices.27 Recently, ultra-thin and flexible TESs that were 
based on single-electrode device structures were also reported as motion tracking sensors.28,29 
Nevertheless, the single-electrode based TESs have limit d applications in pressure sensors, because 
the generation of triboelectric charge is not uniform and can be randomly affected by the contact of 
different charged materials instead of the applied pressure. In addition, the single-electrode based TES
is not a monolithic design which requires additional connections to induction and reference electrodes 
to provide the potential differences between them,30 still causing the space constraints for use in 
wearable devices. 
Moreover, the voluminous or non-monolithic designs of triboelectric devices also make the 
device packaging a challenge for applications in hars  environment. High air conductivity of humid 
atmosphere causes discharging of triboelectric charges and thus reduces the triboelectric output 
performances.31-34 In these applications, fully packaged triboelectric devices are necessary for reliable 
and sustainable wearable devices. To achieve both fully packaged designs having large flexibility and 
maximal triboelectric charge generation, morphological and structural control of triboelectric materials 
and devices is highly required for the body-wearable and high performance self-powered TESs with 
ultrathin and flexible form factors. 
The multi-functional mechanical sensitivity of biological tissues,35,36 such as skin, is difficult 
to reproduce. In polymers that incorporate force-responsive molecules (i.e. mechanophores), 
mechanical force induces chemical transformations of mechanophores,37-39 enabling controlled 
colour/luminescence changes,40,41 mechanocatalysis,42,43 isomerisation,44 release of small molecules44, 
45 and self-healing behaviours.46 Mechanochromic polymers that undergo colour changes in response 
to mechanical stress can be used to directly visualise the stress distribution and mechanochemical 
activations within polymers, which is advantageous for application in stress/strain sensing47-49 and 
damage monitoring in polymeric materials.50,51 To induce stress-driven mechanochemical 
transformations, efficient transmission of mechanicl stress through the polymer matrix and coupling 
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to the mechanophore is critical. Various factors affect the efficiency of mechanochemical activation, 
including the mechanophore position in the polymer chain,40 polymer molecular weight,52 polymer 
chain alignment53 and temperature.54 Mechanochemical activation can also be enhanced by controlling 
the hard and soft blocks within the polymer. In this approach, soft polymer chains can be aligned parallel 
to the tensile direction via localised stress at the hard polymer blocks55,56 or soft mechanophores and 
hard ligands enable mechanochemistry even under isotropic compressive force.57 However, most 
previously reported mechanochromic polymers exhibit mechanophore activation after irreversible 
plastic deformation51 or provide reversible stretchability at the expense of mechanosensitivity.49,53,57,59 
For use in sensing applications, e.g. electronic skns, mechanochromic polymers with high stress 
sensitivity and reversible stretchability under large strain are needed. Furthermore, although several 
mechanophores based on fluorescent and phosphorescent properties have exhibited fast 
response/relaxation times to track force-induced luminescence changes in real-time,60,61 
mechanochromic polymers with sensing capability of high-frequency dynamic forces over a few 
hundreds of Hz are still required for multifunctional e-skins.62-64 However, multifunctional 
mechanochromic materials with all these properties ar  yet to be demonstrated. 
With human skin-like sensing capabilities, e-skin has emerged as one of the promising 
technologies of wearable devices,65,66 soft robotics,67,68 artificial prostheses,69,70 and healthcare 
monitoring devices.71,72 E-skins can perceive different external stimuli, including magnitude and 
distribution of mechanical stimuli, temperature, and subtle textural differences through electrical 
signals.73-75 Among various e-skins with different sensing mechanisms (e.g., piezoresistivity, 
capacitance, piezoelectricity, and triboelectricity),76-80 piezoresistive sensors have attracted 
considerable interest due to their simple fabrication process, low cost, and easy readout mechanism.81 
While conventional sensors relying on piezoresistance of bulk materials have shown rather low 
sensitivity,65 recent approaches based on micro/nanostructures (e.g., micro-
domes/pillars/pyramids,78,81,82 micropores,83 and sea-urchin nanoparticles84) have proven to improve the 
sensitivity because the piezoresistance is predominantly affected by the deformation of surface 
microstructures rather than the bulk material, resulting in a significant change in the contact resistance 
rather than bulk film resistance. Electrode design is another factor affecting the sensitivity. Instead of 
piezoresistive materials sandwiched between top and bottom electrodes,81-86 coplanar electrode 
structures (two electrodes on the same side of the active layer) have shown enhanced pressure 
sensitivity87-90 due to the dominant role of contact resistance of surface microstructures. In addition, 
employing slit91 or interdigitated92,93 patterns on the electrode induce high initial resistance, thus 
resulting in enhanced pressure sensitivity. However, existing sensors have shown non-linear or narrow-
range sensing, because piezoresistance is mainly governed by the variation in contact resistance, 
showing rapid resistance saturation. In order to simultaneously obtain a linear response as well as high 
sensitivity over a large pressure range, hierarchical,94 hollow,95 and multi-layered microstructures96 
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have been suggested to further increase the contact area change and control the deformation patterns of 
active materials under pressure. However, most exising ensors still exhibit sensitivities less than 50 
kPa−1, which are insufficient to detect the subtle differences in bio-signals, such as pulse pressure 
variation and intracranial pressure. For practical applications of e-skin, the combined pressure sensing 
capabilities of linearity, high sensitivity, and wide detection range are critical. However, existing e-





The Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation is a numerical method of solving systems of 
partial differential equations (PDEs) in various fields of engineering and mathematical modeling. FEM 
is based on the concept of a continuum which can be continually sub-divided into infinitesimal elements 
with properties being those of the bulk material, as described in Figure 3.2.1. Therefore, many 
engineering problems (e.g., electrostatics, heat transfer, structural mechanics, fluid flow, acoustics, and 
so on) can be expressed by appropriate “Governing equations” and “Boundary conditions”. Based on 
these equations, we can obtain the algebraic equations for each element in complicated systems and 
solve PDEs for each element.  
 
Figure 3.2.1. Schematic illustration of the Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation. 
 
In this dissertation, through collaboration with exp rimental group, almost structural analysis 
to develop advanced polymer nanocomposite materials were performed by the FEM simulation 
(ABAQUS and COMSOL software), including stress propagation, gap distance and surface contact 
area between two polymeric layers under vertical pressure and bending strain. All simulated conditions 
of the sizes, compositions, surface morphology, and elastic modulus of polymer nanocomposites were 
consistent with the actual experimental conditions. To implement the mechanical contact interaction in 
response to the applied physical force between two polymeric layers for interlocked microdome sensors, 
we executed the general surface-to-surface contact interaction with linear elastic deformation of the 




3.3 Results and Discussion 
 
Triboelectric sensors: The gradient stiffness between stiff epidermis and soft dermis with 
interlocked microdome structures in human skin induces effective stress transmission to underlying 
mechanoreceptors for enhanced tactile sensing. Inspired by skin structure and function, we fabricate 
hierarchical nanoporous and interlocked microdome-structured polymers with gradient stiffness for the 
spacer-free, ultrathin, and highly-sensitive triboelectric sensors (TESs), as shown in Figure 3.3.1. The 
skin-inspired hierarchical polymers with gradient elastic modulus enhance the compressibility and 
contact areal differences due to effective transmision of the external stress from stiff to soft layers, 
resulting in highly sensitive TESs capable of detecting human vital signs and voice. In addition, the 
microdomes in the interlocked polymers provide an effective variation of gap distance between 
interlocked layers without using the bulk spacer and thus facilitate the ultrathin and flexible design of 
TESs that could be worn on the body and detect a variety of pressing, bending, and twisting motions 
even in humid and underwater environments.  
 
Figure 4.3.1. Structural characteristics of highly-sensitive triboelectric sensors. 
 
Specifically, in this work, ultrathin, highly-sensitive, and wearable TESs were developed by 
the hierarchical polymeric architectures of nanoporus and interlocked microdome structures with 
gradient stiffness. The hierarchical geometry of nanoporous and interlocked microdome structured 
polymers could enhance the effective variations of gap distance between interlocked layers without bulk
extra spacers and be an ultrathin and highly flexib design for wearable TESs as shown in Figure 3.3.2. 
 
Figure 5.3.2. Theoretical analysis of the gap distance change in the interlocked films. The finite element 
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simulations by using ABAQUS software for the gap distance change (Δd) from the initial gap in the interlocked 
microdome-structured and planar films with respect to the applied vertical pressure. Note that while the elastic 
modulus of P(VDF-TrFE) is constant as 1 GPa for all sizes of microdome arrays, that of PDMS decreases with 
the larger width/pitch size of microdome arrays due to the effect of nanoporous structure. 
 
 In addition, inspired by gradient stiffness of stif epidermis and soft dermis layers, which can 
effectively transfer the external stress, the gradient elastic modulus of interlocked P(VDF-TrFE) and 
PDMS layers significantly enhanced the triboelectric output performances as well as pressure and 
bending sensitivity to perceive the minute pulse waves of radial artery and finger bending motion (see 
Figure 3.3.3). 
 
Figure 6.3.3. Theoretical analysis of the stress distribution in the interlocked films under the vertical pressure. 
The finite element simulations of the stress distribution depending on the elastic modulus of interlocked and 
microdome-structured polymers by using ABAQUS software. The elastic modulus of P(VDF-TrFE) and PDMS 
is 1 GPa and 3 MPa, respectively. Left and right panels show the result for the contact interaction for the 
interlocked PDMS-PDMS and the P(VDF-TrFE)-PDMS layers, respectively. 
  
To further understand the structural effect of hierarchical microdome arrays on the 
performance of TESs, we analyzed the vertical stress propagation (Figure 3.3.4) and contact area 
(Figure 3.3.5) of TESs having different width (w) and pitch (p) size of microdome arrays (w/p = 25/30, 
50/60, and 100/120 μm) via theoretical and experimental methods. As shown in Figures 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, 
hierarchical PDMS microdome arrays with w/p of 100/120 μm exhibit the largest deformation and 
increase of contact area between the interlocked P(VDF-TrFE) and PDMS microdome structures due 
to the lowest elastic modulus (which demonstrated with experimental results). 
 
Figure 7.3.4. The finite element simulations for the comparison of vertical stress concentration with the different 
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width/pitch size of interlocked and microdome-structured polymers by using Abaqus software under the applied 
vertical pressure (40 kPa). The elastic modulus of P(VDF-TrFE) is 1 GPa, and that of PDMS is varied depending 
on the width/pitch size of microdome arrays. 
 
 
Figure 8.3.5. The finite element simulations for the comparison of the numerical calculation of (a) contact area 
and (b) relative contact areal change with the different width/pitch size of interlocked and microdome-structured 
polymers by using Abaqus software under the applied vertical pressure. The elastic modulus of P(VDF-TrFE) is 
1 GPa, and that of PDMS is varied depending on the width/pitch size of microdome. 
 
Figure 3.3.6a theoretically verifies that the potential difference from hierarchical microdome 
arrays increases by increasing width and pitch sizes, which can be attributed to the increase of gap 
distance (Figure 3.3.2) and large amount of triboelectric charge density, resulting from the increase of 
effective surface contact area (Figure 3.3.5) betwen triboelectric layers. The experimental results 
coincide with the theoretical estimation very well. While the resulting contact stress between the two 
layers shows an overall uniform (homogenous) distribu ion throughout the microdome arrays under the 
vertical pressure, a nonuniform (inhomogeneous) stres  distribution appears in the case of bending 
process. This is because the microdome array of the top layer contracts inward and that of the bottom 
layer expands outward during bending process. Furthermore, given the same value of the radius of 
bending curvature, the degree of geometrical mismatch in contact between the two microdome arrays 
and thus the concomitant inhomogeneity for the contact stress distribution relatively increases with the 
larger width/pitch size of the arrays. As a result, the effective contact area becomes smaller for the larg r 
size of interlocked microdome array. With these different aspects between the vertical pressing and 
bending process, as contrary to the response to verical pressure, the theoretically calculated electric 
field of interlocked films from the bending strain exhibits that the electric field of hierarchical 
microdome arrays increases via decreasing width and pitch sizes (Figure 3.3.6b). Similarly, the 





Figure 9.3.6. (a) Schematic illustration of gap distance change of TESs under vertical pressure and theoretically 
calculated electric field distribution and (b) density of point contact between interlocked microridges under 
bending strain and coincident theoretically calculated electric field distribution by COMSOL simulations 
depending on the width (w) and pitch (p) size of interlocked microdome arrays (w/p = 25/30, 50/60, and 100/120 
μm) and planar structures. 
 
Our TESs exhibited the highest power density (46.7 μW/cm2), and pressure (0.55 V/kPa) and 
bending (~0.1 V/o) sensitivities ever reported on the flexible TESs. Al o, the fast responsive TESs could 
detect the dynamic stimuli from low frequency of contact vibrations to high frequency of acoustic wave 
for recognizing human voice. The spacer-free and monolithic design of ultra-flexible TESs could be 
not only worn on human hands but fully packaged for highly reliable and sustainable wearable devices 
as well. All of these outstanding functionalities of our skin-inspired and ultra-flexible TESs are 
available for both power generation and detection of human vital signs, voice recognition, and real-time 
monitoring of bodily motion even in a harsh environment, which facilitates the broaden applications for 
wearable health monitoring devices, self-diagnostic ystem, popular biometric security system, 
prosthetic limbs, rehabilitation devices, and humanoid robotics.  
 
Ferroelectric sensors: Flexible pressure sensors with a high sensitivity over a broad linear 
range can simplify the wearable sensing systems without additional signal processing for the linear 
output, enabling device miniaturization and low power consumption. Here, we demonstrate a flexible 
ferroelectric sensor with ultrahigh pressure sensitivity and linear response over an exceptionally broad 
pressure range based on the material and structural design of ferroelectric composites with a multilayer 
interlocked microdome geometry, as shown in Figure 3.3.7.  
 
 




Specifically, in this work, we demonstrated a flexible ferroelectric sensor with high pressure 
sensitivity and linear response over an exceptionally broad pressure range. The suggested ferroelectric 
sensor is based on the rGO/PVDF ferroelectric composites with a multilayer interlocked microdome 
geometry. Figure 3.3.8a shows the calculated contact area change of three different multilayer e-skins 
as a function of applied pressure. The contact areaof the interlocked microdome structures rapidly 
increases from almost zero in the initial unloading state to an extremely high value in the high-pressure 
loading state, which can be attributed to the concentrated and amplified stress at a small spot between 
interlocked microdomes that greatly deforms the intrlocked microdomes, resulting in the significant 
increase of the contact area. With increasing number of stacked layers, the contact area dramatically 
increases due to the increased number of contacted microdomes. The contact area change in Figure 
3.3.7a also indicates that the linearly increasing contact area starts to decrease at a pressure over ≈ 244 
and 148 kPa for double- and single-interlocked layers, respectively, which is consistent with the 
experimental observations for the relative current (I/I0) of e-skins with multilayer geometry with 
different numbers of stacked layers and planar geometry in response to applied pressure. The multilayer 
geometry can enhance the linearity of pressure sensing because the multilayer interlocked microdomes 
can distribute the applied stress to each stacked layer (Figure 3.3.8b). As a result, pressure sensitivity 
and linearity increase with an increase in the number of layers in multilayer e-skins. We also 




Figure 3.3.8. The finite element simulations of (a) the contact area change as a function of pressure for different 
numbers of stacked layers and (b) the local stress distribution for different numbers of interlocked layers showing 
the concentrated and amplified stress at the small spot between interlocked microdomes under a pressure of 100 
kPa. 
 
Our multilayer e-skins showed a simultaneous achievement of linear sensing capability with 
an ultrahigh sensitivity of 47 kPa−1 over an exceptionally large pressure-sensing range from 1.3 Pa to 
353 kPa. The ultrahigh pressure sensitivity and linear response over an exceptionally broad pressure 
range can be achieved by the effective stress concentration, increased contact area, and stress 
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distribution between multilayer interlocked microdome arrays, which has been also verified by the 
theoretical calculations. These sensing capabilities enabled our e-skins to monitor diverse stimuli from 
low to high pressure range. For example, our e-skins can precisely monitor the weak gas flow and 
acoustic sound in a low pressure regime, respiration and pulse pressure in a medium pressure regime, 
and plantar pressure monitoring in a high pressure regime. The suggested e-skins may be useful for 
diverse sensor applications requiring precise detection of pressure from extremely low to high pressure 
range such as robotics, prostheses, and wearable healthcare devices. 
 
Mechanochromic sensors: Biological tissues are multi-responsive and functional, and similar 
properties might be possible in synthetic systems by merging responsive polymers with hierarchical 
soft architectures. For example, mechanochromic polymers have applications in force-responsive 
colourimetric sensors and soft robotics, but their integration into sensitive, multi-functional devices 
remains challenging. Herein, we report a hierarchical nanoparticle-in-micropore (NP-MP) architecture 
in porous mechanochromic polymers to enhance the mechanosensitivity and stretchability of 
mechanochromic electronic skins (e-skins), as shown in Figure 3.3.9.  
 
 
Figure 3.3.9. Structural characteristics of highly-sensitive mechanochromic sensors. 
 
Specifically, in this work, this study demonstrates hat a hierarchical NP-MP architecture in 
porous mechanochromic composites can enhance both mec anochromic strain/stress sensitivity and 
stretchability. The experimentally determined structure–activity relationships and computational 
modelling results suggest the following general design principle: reducing pore size while increasing 
SNP size should enhance the mechanochromic sensitivity. To demonstrate this design principle, we 
analyzed the simulated localized stress numerically lculated by finite-element analysis (FEA). From 
the stress–strain curves of the porous PDMS/SP composites, the required critical stress for their initial 
color transition is 0.17–0.2 MPa, whereas the planar composites exhibit a critical stress of 0.67 MPa. 
The decreased critical stress (3.4–3.9 times) for the porous structures can be attributed to the highly 
localized stress concentration that originates from the large difference in mechanical modulus between 
the polymer matrix and air. As summarized in Figure 3.3.10, the higher stress localization can be 
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observed following great circle of pore than planar structure, which induces to be higher than critical 
stress for mechanochromic activation of SP near the por . All of the porous structures exhibit 1.6 times 
higher maximum localized stress, than that exhibited by the planar structure under a strain of 100% 
(Figure 3.3.10b), which result matches with the experimental result that depicts a decrease in the critical 
strain (55%) for the porous structures as compared with the planar one (150%). Furthermore, the porous 
structure with the smaller pore size possesses a higher PDMS/air interface surface area, which can 
increase the mechanochromic activation sites of concentrated stress near the interface, resulting in a 
considerable increase in color contrast, strain sensitivity, and strain sensing range. Based on these 
results, it is worth noting that the number of activation sites for localized stress around the pore would 
be crucial for dependence of pore size on mechanochromic sensitivity, rather than maximum localized 
stress. For the porous mechanochromic composites having SNPs, the greatly reduced critical stress at 
strain values of 35%, 45%, and 45% corresponds to 0.08– .14 MPa, which can be attributed to 
significant enhancement in maximum localized stress by up to 5.7 times near the SNPs (Figure 3.3.10c).  
Further, the maximum localized stress near SNPs gradually increases with the size of SNPs (Figure 
3.3.10c), leading to significant reduction of critical stress (35%) for mechanochromic activation and 
thereby enhancing mechanochromic sensitivity under the same strain. 
 
 
Figure 3.3.10. The finite element simulations of (a) stress distributions of mechanochromic polymers with 
different pore sizes (left) and with 300-nm SNPs and a 5-μm pore size (right) under a tensile strain of 50% and 
maximum localized stress near the pore surface in porous mechanochromic polymers with (b) different pore sizes 






Figure 3.3.11. Simulated surface areas of porous mechanochromic composites with different pore sizes based on 
face-centered cubic (FCC) unit cell arrays. The porous structures are modelled according to average pore sizes of 
50, 25, 10 and 5 μm with the same porosity (26%) based on FCC unit cell arrays. Volume is determined as the 
total material volume, excluding the pore volume. Area is the total surface area of the porous structure. 
 
Likewise, the porous structure with the smallest pore size amongst the samples possesses the 
highest PDMS/air surface area, resulting in a greate  number of mechanochromic activation sites of 
concentrated stress near the interface (Figure 3.3.12)  This produced a considerable enhancement in 
colour change and strain sensitivity. For the porous composites decorated with SNPs, additional stress 
concentration occurs in the pore region near the SNPs because of the load-bearing support provided by 
the hard SNPs at the inner surfaces of the soft pores. Furthermore, the maximum localised stress near 
the SNPs gradually increases with SNP size (Figure 3.3.13), thereby enhancing mechanochromic 
sensitivity. Based on the FEM results, we can conclude that both the amount of activation sites and the 
maximum stress localized around the pores and SNPs determine the overall mechanochromic sensing 
properties (relative colour intensity and strain sesitivity). Most material modifications that enhance the 
onset of mechanochromism also reduce extensibility, because mechanochromism is triggered by 
polymer chains approaching their maximum extension. In constrast, the hierarchical NP-MP 
architecture of the porous composite structure in this study simultaneously reduces the onset of 
mechanochromism and enhances the extensibility. This advance will allow us to introduce 
mechanochromism to devices which operate under a range of strain conditions, from very small to large 
amounts of deformation. As a proof of concept, we fabricated an e-skin based on the composite material 
and used it as a wearable motion sensor and dual-mode touch audio sensor. The e-skin enabled the 





Figure 3.3.12. The finite element simulations of stress distributions of porous PDMS/SP composites with different 
pore sizes (25, 10 and 5 μm) placed under 50% tensile strain calculated numerically using Abaqus software. For 
simplicity, the elastic modulus is set to 1 MPa with the same porosity (26%) for all porous composites (see Figure 
3.3.11 for the initial system configuration). 
 
 
Figure 3.3.13. The finite element simulations of stress distribution of porous PDMS/SP composites (pore size = 
5 μm) decorated with SNPs with different sizes (300, 100 and 20 nm) placed under 50% tensile strain calculated 
numerically using Abaqus software. For simplicity, to understand the role of the SNPs at the pore walls, the elastic 
modulus of the porous matrix is set to 0.24 MPa (consistent with the experimental data). The elastic modulus of 






The hierarchical NP-MP architecture of the mechanochromic composites also enhances the 
mechanochromic sensitivity in response to normal force in addition to tensile strain. This property 
allows the composites to be applied in touch-sensitive mechanochromic e-skins. We evaluated the 
changes in the RGB color parameters of the composites in response to normal forces applied using a 
force gauge. Under a normal force of 6 N, the porous PDMS/SP/SNP composites exhibit more vivid 
mechanochromic color than the nonporous and porous str ctures. Compared to the nonporous and 
porous structures, the changes in the relative red int nsities were larger for the hierarchical NP-MP 
structures, indicating a more vivid color change. The relative red intensity decreased from 0.42 to 0.24
in conjunction with decreasing pore size (Figure 3.3.14a). This phenomenon is attributed to the increase 
in the area of stress concentration with decreasing pore size (Figure 3.3.14b). Meanwhile, decorating 
the porous structures with SNPs further increases the dynamic color transition range to 85% over a wide 
range of force (1–12 N). Amongst the composites with different SNP sizes, the composite with the 
largest SNPs (300 nm) exhibits the largest color variation (85%) without saturation (Figure 3.3.15a). 
Decorating the pores with 300-nm SNPs further improves the pressure sensitivity, thus enabling 
detection at a minimum force of 1 N, six times lower than the minimum detection force of nonporous 
polymers (6 N). The improvement in mechanochromic sensitivity achieved by the addition of SNPs is 
attributed to the drastic increase in localized stress near the hard SNPs. The FEM calculations indicate 
that amongst the tested SNPs, the 300-nm SNPs exhibit the strongest localized stress in response to 
normal force (Figure 3.3.15b). The low detection limit (1 N or 1 MPa) represents a significant 
enhancement (~50 times increase) over previously report d mechanochromic polymers (50 and 375 
MPa). The porous mechanochromic composites reported herein also provide a high lateral resolution 
for force sensing, enabling the mapping of local pressure distribution without the need for complex 




Figure 3.3.14. (a) Relative color changes of porous PDMS/SP composites with different pore sizes in response to 
applied normal pressure. (b) The finite element simulations of stress distributions in porous PDMS/SP composites 






Figure 3.3.15. (a) Relative color intensities of porous PDMS/SP composites (pore size = 5 μm) decorated with 
SNPs of different sizes (20, 100, and 300 nm) as functions of vertical pressure. (b) The finite element simulations 
of stress distributions at the surfaces of pores in porous PDMS/SP composites with SNPs under applied pressure. 
The simulation conditions are identical to those in Figure 3.3.13. 
 
In the future, this strategy could be extended to improve the stress-reporting capabilities of 
other mechanophores. Previous work has indicated that (i) the extent of mechanophore activation can 
be directly related to the first invariant of the local strain, independently of whether the strain is applied 
in a uniaxial or biaxial manner, and (ii) while the absolute magnitude of mechanophore activation 
depends on the mechanophore, the relative amount of mechanophore activation as a function of strain 
is constant across a range of strains in filled PDMS elastomers. The strain-focusing approach described 
here should therefore carry over to other mechanophores, and we anticipate that further work in this 
and similar composite materials will provide additional insight into the design of more active 
mechanochromic materials. Our hierarchical NP-MP framework is expected to allow the development 
of multifunctional and multiresponsive mechanochemical materials for user-interactive devices, smart 




Piezoresistive sensors: Hierarchical and gradient structures in biological systems with unique 
mechanical properties have inspired innovations in materials design for construction and mechanical 
applications. Analogous to the control of stress transfer in gradient mechanical structures, the control 
of electron transfer in gradient electrical structures should enable the development of high-performance 
electronics. This paper demonstrates a high performance electronic skin (e-skin) via the simultaneous 
control of tactile stress transfer to an active sensing area, and the corresponding electrical current 
through the gradient structures, as shown in Figure 3.3.16. The flexible e-skin sensor has extraordinaily 
high piezoresistive sensitivity at low power and linearity over a broad pressure range, based on the 
conductivity-gradient multilayer on the stiffness-gradient interlocked microdome geometry.  
 
 
Figure 3.3.16. Structural characteristics of highly-sensitive piezoresistive sensors. 
  
Specifically, in this work, we introduced the coplanar electrode design, because its 
piezoresistance variation highly depends on the change in contact resistance of surface microstructures 
compared with the sandwiched top and bottom electrodes design, thereby enabling giant piezoresistance 
variations from the insulator (~109 Ω) to the conductor (~102 Ω), according to the contact area and 
conductivity of the active material (see Figure 3.3.17). In addition, the conductivity of each layer in the 
PEDOT:PSS/PUD multi-layers on the PDMS microdomes is designed to gradually increase from the 
outer layers to the inner layers for the cascade activation of piezoresistive current pathways. 
Furthermore, the interlocked microdome structure enables effective stress concentrations at small 
contact spots between the microdomes, leading to the instantaneous and drastic increase in the pressure-
induced contact area and the resulting decrease of pi zoresistance. As one of the most important featur s 
on this work, the interlocked structures with stiffness-gradient can also be observed in the interlocked 
micro-ridge structures on the human skin. In the human skin, owing to the modulus difference between 
the interlocked epidermal and dermal layers, applied tactile stimuli are highly concentrated at the 
interface of the stiffness-gradient interlocked ridge structure and efficiently transferred to the underlying 
mechano-receptors, allowing highly sensitive tactile sensing functions. The design of the stiffness-
gradient interlocked structure is important in enhancing the pressure-sensing performances by the 
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effective stress concentration effect, as shown in Figure 3.3.18. In addition, the use of TPU with a high 
Young’s modulus enables stable working of the bottom interdigitated electrode. 
 
 
Figure 3.3.17. Comparison of pressure sensors with sandwiched electrode and coplanar electrode. (a) Working 
mechanism of the pressure sensor with sandwiched electrode. The total resistance (RT) depends on both contact 
resistance (Rc) and bulk resistance (Rf). (b) Pressure-sensing mechanism of the pressure sensor with coplanar 




Figure 3.3.18. The finite element simulations of the local stress distribution for piezoelectric sensors with (a) top 
and bottom PDMS layers and (b) the stiffness-gradient interlocked structure with top PDMS layer and bottom 
TPU layer using Abaqus software. The simulated top and bottom layers were composed of PDMS or TPU 
materials corresponding to each condition, with interlocked microdome structures with a diameter of 10 µm and 
a pitch of 12 µm (i.e., unit cell of hexagonal arrays). The elastic modulus of PDMS and TPU materials were 1.98 





Typically, multi-level mechanical structures are introduced in piezoresistive e-skins to 
enhance sensing performances over those based on planar bulk materials. However, improving sensing 
performances by engineering of multi-level mechanicl structures still has severe limitations in 
enhancing the linear sensing capability and sensitivity. In contrast, engineering of gradient electrical 
structures in combination with gradient mechanical structures can significantly enhance the sensitivity 
and linearity of piezoresistive e-skins. Figure 3.3.19 schematically illustrates the piezoresistive sensing 
mechanism of the multi-layered sensor with gradient co ductivity. In the conductivity-gradient multi-
layers, the outermost PEDOT:PSS/PUD composite layer (third layer) with highest resistance is firstly 
activated under low initial pressure, inducing low current flows through the highly resistive layer 
(Figure 3.3.19a, I3). As the pressure is gradually increased, the electrical current pathway is steadily 
expanded into the inner second (I2) and first (I1) layers with lower resistances, owing to the pressure-
induced increase in the contact area and decrease in th thickness of the elastic multi-layers (Figures 
3.3.19b and 3.3.19c), leading to the gradual increase of current flows through the multi-layers. 
Therefore, ripples of cascading electrical activations are generated from outer to inner layers until 
reaching the saturation current by the innermost layer. Therefore, through the superposition of pressure-
dependent electrical current (I1, I2, I3) of each layer in the multi-layers, the conductivity-gradient 
structure enables ultra-high pressure sensitivity by the large current differences between the initial and 
saturation currents, and linear pressure detection over a large pressure range by the gradual activation 




Figure 3.3.19. Schematic illustration and pressure-sensing trends of multi-layered e-skin under (a) low pressure 
range, (b) medium pressure range, and (c) high pressure range. The red line represents the relative current change 
of the triple-layered pressure sensor based on the superposition of pressure-dependent electrical current of each 
layer in multi-layers. 
 
To demonstrate this sensing mechanism, we put forward theoretical and numerical analyses of 
the physical basis of the remarkably enhanced sensitivity and linearity over a broad range of pressure 
for the conductivity-gradient multi-layered sensors. To achieve a systematic numerical analysis for the 
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multi-layered sensors, we first describe the electrical behavior for each single layer in response to the 
applied pressure by introducing a simple, modified Boltzmann-type exponential function: 
( )
0( )
PI I I I e
γβ− ∆
∞ ∞= + − .                        (3.1.1) 
Here, I0 denotes an initial electric current at very small applied pressure (∆P≈0) and I∞ is an 
asymptotical current in the limit of high pressure. β and γ represent the effective pressure sensitivity, 
especially in the low-to-intermediate pressure regime, and stretched exponential behavior in the 
intermediate-to-high pressure regime, respectively. Thus, both β and γ generally depend on the 
mechanical modulus and electrical conductivity of the layer, the layer geometry, the applied pressure 
type, and so on. This simple expression is found to be a reasonable description of the overall behavior 
of electric current in each single-layered sensor (300 kΩ/sq, 60 kΩ/sq, and 226 Ω/sq) when compared 
with the experimental results across the entire pressure range (Figure 3.3.20). 
 
 
Figure 3.3.20. Experimental results (symbol) and numerical results (solid line) of the electric current for single-
layered pressure sensors with different sheet resistance; (a) 300 kΩ /sq, (b) 60 kΩ/sq, and (c) 226 Ω /sq. 
 
We now extend our analysis to multi-layered sensors. To simplify the numerical analysis while 
still capturing the essential physical features, we assume that each layer in the multi-layered sensors 
makes an individual contribution to the total current, I, in parallel; e.g., 1 2 3I I I I= + +  for a triple-
layered sensor with I1, I2, and I3 representing the electric current passing through the first (inner), second 
(middle), and third (outer) layer, respectively. Here, we supposed that the variations in I1, I2, and I3 with 
the applied pressure effectively accommodate all the complex physical influences in association with 
the mechanical deformation of each layer, variable int rfacial electrical resistance between adjacent 
layers, and so on. By considering that the surrounding outer layers offer additional electrical resistance 
by geometrically blocking the current flow to the inner layers, we propose the following expression for 
double-layered sensors: 
( )double 2,single 2 1,singleI I f P I= + ∆  with ( )20 1f P≤ ∆ < .          (3.1.2) 

































Here, the lower index represents the inner layer. Notice that we retain the original electrical 
behavior of each single layer in describing the overall lectrical behavior of multi-layered sensors. Due 
to the various complex physical phenomena occurring in the multi-layered sensors in response to 
external pressure, the detailed functional form of ( )2f P∆  is generally unknown. However, to 
understand the intrinsic features of multi-layered s nsors, we consider a simpler situation. For instance, 
we suppose ( ) ( )2 0f P H P P∆ = ∆ −∆ , with the Heaviside step function, H, and the associated 
threshold pressure value, ∆P0. This form of ( )2f P∆  physically represents a delayed conductive 
behavior of the inner first layer due to the outer s cond layer. A simple numerical result for the double-




Figure 3.3.21. Simple numerical analysis of ideal electrical behaviors on (a,b) double-layered and (c,d) triple-
layered sensors. The lower index (I1,single, I2,single, and I3,single) represents the inner layer for both double- and 
triple-layered sensors. We adopt a form of the Heaviside step function, ( )0H P P∆ − ∆ , with the associated 
threshold pressure, ∆P0, which is an ideal way to describe the delayed conductive behavior of the inner layer for 
multi-layered sensors. Note that the overall electrical behavior of the double (Idouble) and triple (Itriple) layers are 
obtained via the linear superposition of each single layer as double 2,single 0 1,single( )I I H P P I= + ∆ − ∆  and 
triple 3,single 0 2,single 1 3,single( ) ( )I I H P P I H P P I= + ∆ − ∆ + ∆ − ∆ . 
 
The adoption of the Heaviside step function H for ( )2f P∆  is an ideal way to describe the 




















































sensing range. Therefore, to realistically describe the high sensitivity and linearity over broad pressure 
ranges and account for complex physical phenomena involved in multi-layered sensors, a simple 
Heaviside step function is insufficient. If a more physical form of ( ) 22( )2 [1 ]Pf P e
γβ− ∆∆ = −  that is 
consistent with the Boltzmann-type expression of equation 3.1.1 is adopted, the overall electrical 
behavior of the double-layered sensors can be describ d as: 
2
2( )
double 2,single 1,single[1 ]
PI I e I
γβ− ∆= + − .                (3.1.3) 
The factor of ( ) 22( )2 [1 ]Pf P e
γβ− ∆∆ = −  to impose single layer (I1,single) itself has the crucial role of 
increasing the linear sensing range over a large pressu e range, even for single-layered sensors (Figure 
3.3.22a). For double-layered sensors, through linear superposition from equation 3.1.3, pressure 
sensitivity and linearity additionally increase over an extended pressure range with the incorporation of 
each single-layer information (layers 1 and 2) (Figure 3.3.22b). Thus, the Boltzmann-type expression 
for ( )2f P∆  provides a reasonable description of the overall electrical behavior in conjunction with 
the delayed conductive behavior of the inner layer for double-layered sensors. 
 
 
Figure 3.3.22. Numerical analysis of realistic electrical behaviors in (a) single-layered, (b) double-layered, and 
(c) triple-layered sensors. The lower index (I1,single, I2,single, and I3,single) represents the inner layer for both double- 
and triple-layered sensors. We adopt a more physical form of the Boltzmann-type exponential function 
(
( )1 Pe
γβ− ∆− ) to describe the delayed conductive behavior of inner layer for multi-layered sensors. Note that the 
overall electrical behavior of double (Idouble) and triple (Itriple) layers are obtained via the linear superposition of 
each single layer as 
2
2( )
double 2,single 1,single[1 ]
PI I e I
γβ− ∆= + −  and 
3 3 2
3 3 2( ) ( ) ( )
triple 3,single 2,single 1,single[1 ] [1 ][1 ]
P P PI I e I e e I
γ γ γβ β β− ∆ − ∆ − ∆= + − + − − . 
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Based on the numerical analysis of a double layer, w  further extend equation 3.1.2 to a triple-
layered sensor: 
( ) ( ) ( )triple 3,single 3 2,single 2 3 1,singleI I f P I f P f P I= + ∆ + ∆ ∆  with ( ) ( )2 30 , 1f P f P≤ ∆ ∆ < . (3.1.4) 
Note that we applied not only ( )2f P∆  but also ( )3f P∆  consistently to the innermost layer, 
considering the same effect [ ( )3f P∆ ] of the outermost layer on the first and second layers. 
Furthermore, as consistent with the Boltzmann-type expression of equation 3.1.1, adopting the forms 
of ( ) 22( )2 [1 ]Pf P e
γβ− ∆∆ = −  and ( ) 33( )3 [1 ]Pf P e
γβ− ∆∆ = − , we have the following form of overall 
electrical behavior of the triple-layered sensors: 
3 32
3 32( ) ( )( )
triple 3,single 2,single 1,single[1 ] [1 ][1 ]
P PPI I e I e e I
γ γγβ ββ− ∆ − ∆− ∆= + − + − − .    (3.1.5) 
The numerical result for triple-layered sensors based on equation 3.1.5 is shown in Figure 3.3.22c, 
which is consistent with the physical aspects of the numerical analysis for the double layer that describes 
the delayed conductive behavior of the inner layer for multi-layered sensors. As a result, pressure 
sensitivity and linearity increase from single to triple layers over broad pressure ranges (Figure 3.3.22). 
We further note that all the numerical results based on equations 3.1.3 and 3.1.5 properly describe the 
general behavior of the electric current and agree w ll with the experimental results of double- and 
triple-layered sensors across the entire pressure range (Figure 3.3.23). 
 
 
Figure 3.3.23. Schematic illustration and pressure-sensing trends of (a) single-layered sensor, (b) double-layered 
sensor, and (c) triple-layered sensor. (d) Experimental results (symbol) and numerical results (solid line) of the 
electric current for single layered sensors (60 kΩ/sq and 226 Ω/sq, respectively), and double-layered sensor (226 
Ω/sq and 60 kΩ/sq). (e) Experimental results (symbol) and numerical results (solid line) of the electric current for 
single-layered sensors (300 kΩ/sq, 60 kΩ/sq and 226 Ω/sq, respectively), and triple-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq, 60 
kΩ/sq, and 300 kΩ/sq). (f) Experimental results (symbol) and numerical results (solid line) of single-layered 
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sensor (226 Ω/sq), double-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq and 60 kΩ/sq), and triple-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq, 60 kΩ/sq, 
and 300 kΩ/sq). Here, the higher resistive layer represents the outer layer for multi-layered sensors. 
 
This theoretical and numerical analysis was well-suited for other combinations of multilayers 
with different resistances (Figure 3.3.24) with actural experimental results, demonstrating the reliability 
of the proposed sensing mechanism. 
 
Figure 3.3.24. Experimental results (symbol) and numerical results (line) of the ideal model (226 Ω/sq, 2 kΩ/sq, 
and 20 kΩ/sq); single-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq), double-layered sensor (226 Ω/sq and 2 kΩ/sq), and triple-layered 
sensor (226 Ω/sq, 2 kΩ/sq, and 20 kΩ/sq). The numerical results of electrical behavior for the double and triple 
layers were obtained via equations 3.1.3 and 3.1.5. 
 
Likewise, we demonstrated a multi-layered flexible pr ssure sensor with ultra-high sensitivity 
and linearity over a broad range of pressure, based on the design of interlocked microdome structures 
with the conductivity-gradient multilayers on stiffness-gradient interlocked microdomes and coplanar 
electrodes. The conductivity-gradient multilayers allowed us to control the saturation behavior of 
resistance change by the gradual activation of current pathway from outer to inner layers and the 
difference between initial and saturation resistances, thus ensuring the superior linearity and ultra-high 
sensitivity (3.8 × 105 kPa−1) for the pressure range of up to 100 kPa. In addition, he human skin-inspired 
stiffness-gradient interlocked structure exhibited effective stress concentration between the microdomes, 
enabling highly sensitive and stable functioning of the pressure sensors. Further, the multi-layered 
pressure sensor exhibited a rapid response time of 0.016 ms and a minimum detectable pressure level 
of 0.025 Pa. The applicability of the pressure sensors in various applications fields was successfully 
demonstrated, including sound sensor, weak gas pressure sensor, pressure mapping, and personal 
healthcare monitoring. We believe that the proposed multi-level gradient electrical and mechanical 
structures can be readily extended to other electroni  material design as a general strategy for the precise 
regulation of electrical current and mechanical stress transfer. This will in turn usher in the next 





We modeled and demonstrated polymer nanocomposites to fabricate high performance sensor 
devices using the finite element method (FEM) simulations collaborated with experimental approach. 
Through a precise modeling in consideration to (particularly) mechanical properties of polymeric 
materials, we found the most optimized construction of the nanostructured composite materials with 
highly improved sensing performances (ultrahigh sensitivity, linear sensing capability, and broad 
sensing range). Finally, we demonstrated highly sensitive triboelectric, ferroelectric, mechanochromic, 
and piezoresistive sensors with a precise physical (fundamental) sensing mechanism to improve sensing 
ability through theoretical and numerical analyses. 
For triboelectric sensors, the gradient stiffness between stiff epidermis and soft dermis with 
interlocked microdome structures in human skin induces effective stress transmission to underlying 
mechanoreceptors for enhanced tactile sensing. Inspired by skin structure and function, we fabricate 
hierarchical nanoporous and interlocked microdome-structured polymers with gradient stiffness for the 
spacer-free, ultrathin, and highly-sensitive triboelectric sensors (TESs). The skin-inspired hierarchical 
polymers with gradient elastic modulus enhance the compressibility and contact areal differences due 
to effective transmission of the external stress from stiff to soft layers, resulting in highly sensitive TESs 
capable of detecting human vital signs and voice. In addition, the microdomes in the interlocked 
polymers provide an effective variation of gap distance between interlocked layers without using the 
bulk spacer and thus facilitate the ultrathin and flexible design of TESs that could be worn on the body 
and detect a variety of pressing, bending, and twisting motions even in humid and underwater 
environments. 
For ferroelectric sensors, we demonstrated a flexibl  ferroelectric sensor with high pressure 
sensitivity and linear response over an exceptionally broad pressure range. The suggested ferroelectric 
sensor is based on the rGO/PVDF ferroelectric composites with a multilayer interlocked microdome 
geometry. The contact area of the interlocked microdome structures rapidly increases from almost zero 
in the initial unloading state to an extremely high value in the high-pressure loading state, which can be 
attributed to the concentrated and amplified stress at a small spot between interlocked microdomes that 
greatly deforms the interlocked microdomes, resulting in the significant increase of the contact area. 
With increasing number of stacked layers, the contact area dramatically increases due to the increased 
number of contacted microdomes. The multilayer geometry can enhance the linearity of pressure 
sensing because the multilayer interlocked microdomes can distribute the applied stress to each stacked 
layer. As a result, pressure sensitivity and linearity increase with an increase in the number of layers in 
multilayer e-skins. We also investigated the effect of he rGO loading concentration on the pressure-
sensing performances of multilayer e-skins. 
For mechanochromic sensors, we demonstrated that a ier rchical NP-MP architecture in 
porous mechanochromic composites can enhance both mec anochromic strain/stress sensitivity and 
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stretchability. The experimentally determined structure–activity relationships and computational 
modelling results suggest the following general design principle: reducing pore size while increasing 
SNP size should enhance the mechanochromic sensitivity. To demonstrate this design principle, we 
analyzed the simulated localized stress numerically lculated by finite element simulations. All of the 
porous structures exhibit 1.6 times higher maximum localized stress, than that exhibited by the planar 
structure under a strain of 100%, which result matches with the experimental result that depicts a 
decrease in the critical strain (55%) for the porous structures as compared with the planar one (150%). 
Furthermore, the porous structure with the smaller pore size possesses a higher PDMS/air interface 
surface area, which can increase the mechanochromic activation sites of concentrated stress near the 
interface, resulting in a considerable increase in color contrast, strain sensitivity, and strain sensing 
range. Based on these results, it is worth noting that the number of activation sites for localized stress 
around the pore would be crucial for dependence of pore size on mechanochromic sensitivity, rather 
than maximum localized stress. For the porous mechanochromic composites having SNPs, the greatly 
reduced critical stress at strain values of 35%, 45%, and 45% corresponds to 0.08–0.14 MPa, which can 
be attributed to significant enhancement in maximum localized stress by up to 5.7 times near the SNPs.  
Further, the maximum localized stress near SNPs gradually increases with the size of SNPs, leading to 
significant reduction of critical stress (35%) for mechanochromic activation and thereby enhancing 
mechanochromic sensitivity under the same strain. 
For piezoresistive sensors, we demonstrated a multi-layered flexible pressure sensor with 
ultra-high sensitivity and linearity over a broad range of pressure, based on the design of interlocked 
microdome structures with the conductivity-gradient multilayers on stiffness-gradient interlocked 
microdomes and coplanar electrodes. The conductivity-gradient multilayers allowed us to control the 
saturation behavior of resistance change by the gradual activation of current pathway from outer to 
inner layers and the difference between initial andsaturation resistances, thus ensuring the superior 
linearity and ultra-high sensitivity (3.8 × 105 kPa−1) for the pressure range of up to 100 kPa. In addition, 
the human skin-inspired stiffness-gradient interlocked structure exhibited effective stress concentration 
between the microdomes, enabling highly sensitive and stable functioning of the pressure sensors. 
Further, the multi-layered pressure sensor exhibited a rapid response time of 0.016 ms and a minimum 
detectable pressure level of 0.025 Pa. The applicability of the pressure sensors in various applications 
fields was successfully demonstrated, including sound sensor, weak gas pressure sensor, pressure 
mapping, and personal healthcare monitoring. We believ  that the proposed multi-level gradient 
electrical and mechanical structures can be readily extended to other electronic material design as a 
general strategy for the precise regulation of electrical current and mechanical stress transfer. Thiswill 
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Here, we first present comprehensive analysis on the shear rheology of polymers for various 
molecular architectures (linear, ring, and short-chain branched) in the bulk and confined systems using 
atomistic NEMD simulations. In comparison to bulk polymeric system, the interfacial chain dynamics 
near the boundary solid walls in the confined system are interesting. Detailed molecular-level analysis 
of the individual chain motions for various molecular architectures are carried out to characterize the 
intrinsic molecular mechanisms for interfacial chains in three characteristic flow regimes (weak, 
intermediate, and strong) regarding to the interfacial slip behavior (i.e., degree of slip). 
Through a comprehensive analysis using the atomistic NEMD simulations, the nonlinear 
rheological properties for linear PE melts (reflecting substantial deformation of polymer chains under 
intermediate-to-strong flow fields) were closely examined with respect to the following molecular 
characteristics: (i) chain orientation, (ii) stretching, (iii) disentanglement, (iv) intermolecular collision, 
and (v) end-over-end tumbling dynamics. Here, properties (i)–(iii) conform to the well-known polymer 
kinetic theory.1,2 Through a detailed analysis of the variations in the molecular characteristics in 
response to the applied shear rate, we propose scaling expressions for the shear viscosity η and the first 
normal stress coefficient Ψ1 for unentangled and entangled linear PE systems with respect to those 
molecular variables. Comparing the Wi dependence of the structural parameters (defined for the whole 
chain backbone and/or entanglement strand) and rheological properties, we examine the scaling of those 
properties with respect to the structural parameters. Specifically, in the intermediate flow regime, we
find scaling relationships for the viscosity η and the first normal stress difference Ψ1 with respect to the 
well-known fundamental molecular characteristics in polymer rheology such as the chain orientation, 
chain stretch, and interchain entanglement: (i) 1 2~ Rαη θ  and 2 21 ~ R
αθΨ  with α1 = (1.5−1.7) and 
α2 = (3.2−3.6) for unentangled melts and (ii) 1 1 2es es~ Z d
α γη θ  and 2 2 21 es es~ Z d
α γθΨ  with γ1 = (3.8−4.0) 
and γ2 = (2.1−2.4) for entangled melts. Here, θ (θes), R, Z, and des are the average chain orientation angle 
(that of entanglement strand), the mean chain end-to-end distance, the average number of interchain 
entanglements, and the average length of an entanglement strand, respectively. While the C400 and C600 
PE melts employed in this study are rather short and only mildly entangled systems, we believe that the 
basic features of the scaling expressions deduced for those chains remain valid for longer, strongly 
entangled chains within statistical uncertainties. Nevertheless, considering the rheological influence of 
entanglement segments near the chain ends (e.g., the effect of the contour length fluctuations in the ube 
theory1), which is particularly important for rather weakly entangled melt systems, the scaling exponent 
for the Z-dependence reported here may change slightly and appro ch gradually an asymptotic value as 
the chain length increases to highly entangled polymer melts. Furthermore, our proposed scaling 
relationships may be adapted to entangled branched polymers with additional scaling component of the 
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arm orientation and stretch at the junction points along the chain backbone whose scaling behavior is 
to be the same as that of entangled linear polymers. Under moderately strong flow, those relationships 
may serve as a supplement (or substitute) for SOR which has a rigid molecular basis under slow flow. 
In the strong flow regime, the above scaling expressions become invalid and another empirical 
rheological scaling is found in terms of the characteristic rotational time rotτ  as the representative 
dynamic variable to accommodate intermolecular collisi nal effects: (iii) 1rot~
δη τ  and 21 rot~
δτΨ  
with δ1 = (0.5−0.6) and δ2 = (1.8−2.0) for both unentangled and entangled systems. The proposed scaling 
relationships in this study well described η and Ψ1 obtained from the NEMD simulations under 
intermediate flow, thereby allowing us to correlate η and Ψ1 with the molecular variables (θ, R, Z, and 
des), in particular the scalar orientational variable θ in the experimental sense (of correlating rheological 
and structural data) explained earlier. Thus, those relationships are believed to serve as a supplement 
(or substitute) for the modified SOR under the interm diate flow. 
 Additionally, we carried out a comprehensive study on the intrinsic structural characteristics 
of ring polymers under shear flow with both dilute and melt conditions. Our analysis began with the 
advanced viewpoint that ring polymers intrinsically possess two-dimensional surface characteristics 
because of their closed-loop geometry, which is in co trast with the one-dimensional line characteristics 
of linear polymers. Based on this view, we introduced several representative physical measures that 
could effectively describe the structural and dynamic l characteristics of ring polymers, such as the total
and projected surface areas and the average normal vector navg of the ring surface, which corresponds 
with the chain end-to-end vector Rete of a linear polymer. Knowing the variation of these urface 
measures in response to the applied flow was found to be very informative for analyzing the 
characteristic molecular dynamics mechanisms of ring chains. An efficient numerical scheme was also 
developed that allowed us to effectively describe the complex curved surface formed by flexible ring 
chains. Applying this algorithm, we could accurately measure the overall surface shape and total or 
projected areas. The obtained surface information was found to be very useful for analyzing the 
characteristic dynamic mechanisms of ring polymers under shear flow. This scheme can be further 
applied to extract the intrinsic geometrical characteristics for various ring-type polymers (e.g., tadpole-
like polymers) and ring/linear blend systems. Furthermore, the numerical algorithm can be used to 
directly quantify the degree of penetration between different ring chains, thereby enabling a systematic 
analysis of the dynamical role of interchain penetration for ring melt systems; this has been an important 
(and rather controversial) rheological issue in the last decades. 
Finally, we performed a comprehensive analysis of the interfacial structural and dynamical 
behavior of confined polymer melt systems possessing various molecular architectures (linear, ring, 
SCB linear, and SCB ring) under shear flow using atomistic NEMD simulations. We placed a particular 
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focus on the combined rheological influence of the closed-loop ring geometry and short-chain 
branching on the general structure and dynamics of the interfacial chains. In doing so, we examined the 
degree of interfacial slip, the underlying characteris ic molecular mechanisms, and the detailed chain 
conformations for interfacial chains with respect to their molecular architectures. In general, the 
interfacial linear and ring polymers exhibit three distinct characteristic regimes for the degree of slip 
(ds) with respect to the applied shear rate: an increasing, decreasing, and increasing behavior of ds in 
the weak, intermediate, and strong flow regimes, repectively. In contrast, the interfacial SCB linear 
and SCB ring polymers display almost constant behavior of ds throughout the weak and intermediate 
flow regimes followed by rapidly increasing behavior of ds in the strong flow regime. To elucidate the 
interfacial slip behavior, it is very informative to analyze the fundamental molecular mechanisms with 
respect to the three representative (weak, intermediate, and strong) flow regimes. In the weak flow 
regime, all of the interfacial polymers (linear, ring, SCB linear, and SCB ring) undergo z-to-x chain 
rotation from the neutral direction to the flow direction, which effectively reduces the dynamic wall 
friction against chain movement along the flow direction. However, in comparison with its linear 
analogue, the ring polymer possesses a relatively longer chain dimension in the neutral direction owing 
to its intrinsic closed-loop geometry, which enhances the dynamic friction of the interfacial ring chains 
moving against the wall in the flow direction. In the case of the interfacial SCB polymers, whereas the 
main chain backbone becomes gradually aligned to the flow direction with increasing flow strength 
(thus decreasing the dynamic wall friction), the short branches tend to be oriented more perpendicular 
(i.e., aligned in the neutral direction) than parallel to the backbone (thus increasing the dynamic wall 
friction) in conjunction with their intrinsically fast random motions that are practically unaffected by 
the imposed flow fields. These two contrasting factors cancel each other out to result in almost constant   
in the weak flow regime for the interfacial SCB polymers. Furthermore, owing to its relatively larger 
chain dimension in the neutral direction associated with the ring topology, the SCB ring polymer 
exhibits the lowest degree of slip among all of the polymers. In respect to the overall chain dimensio, 
the closed-loop ring topology tends to enhance Gzz but diminish both Gxx and Gyy, while short-chain 
branching tends to enhance both Gyy and Gzz but diminish Gxx. 
Based on fundamental studies for polymers, we additionally modeled and designed polymer 
nanocomposites to fabricate versatile sensor devices using FEM simulations collaborated with 
experimental approach. Through a precise modeling in consideration to (particularly) mechanical 
properties, we found the most optimized construction of the nanostructured composite materials with 
highly improved sensing performances (ultrahigh sensitivity, linear sensing capability, and broad 
sensing range). Finally, we demonstrated highly sensitive triboelectric, ferroelectric, mechanochromic, 
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